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Abstract

Conjugated polymers (CPs) possess a unique set of features setting them apart from other
materials. These properties make them ideal when interfacing the biological world electronically.
Their mixed electronic and ionic conductivity can be used to detect weak biological signals, deliver
charged bioactive molecules, and mechanically or electrically stimulate tissues. CPs can be
functionalized with various (bio)chemical moieties and blended with other functional materials,
with the aim to modulate biological responses or endow specificity towards analytes of interest.
They can absorb photons and turn them into electronic charges which are then used to stimulate
cells or produce fuels. These polymers have also catalytic properties allowing them to harvest
ambient energy and, along with their high capacitances, are promising materials for nextgeneration power sources integrated with bioelectronic devices. In this perspective, we will
overview the key properties of CPs and examine operational mechanism of electronic devices that
leverage these properties for specific applications in bioelectronics. In addition to discussing the
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chemical structure-functionality relationships of CPs applied at the biological interface, we will
also describe how the development of new chemistries and form factors will bring forth nextgeneration sensors, actuators and their power sources, and, hence, advances in the field of organic
bioelectronics.

Keywords: conjugated polymers; organic bioelectronics; mixed conduction; biosensors;
capacitors
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Introduction
Organic bioelectronics is a field of study that comprises π-conjugated organic electrical
(semi)conductors, often in the form of polymers, that are electronically coupled with living
systems.[1] Over the past two decades, the field of organic bioelectronics has experienced
tremendous growth. This growth has mainly been driven by the design of new generations of
organic electronic materials, our improved understanding of the transport properties of existing
materials, and advances in fabrication technologies compatible with organic electronic materials.
The direct interface between living organisms and electronic devices exists at various levels:
organs, tissues, cells, cell membranes, proteins, and small biomolecules.[2] Once the electronic
materials establish an electronic connection with the living world, the devices can start detecting
biological signals and decoding these signals into electronic read-outs (i.e., sensors), or they can
apply a stimulus in the form of electronic charges and/or deliver biochemical molecules to
intervene in a biological event (i.e., actuators).

The key for successful electronic communication undoubtedly lies at the biotic-abiotic interface,
the quality of which defines the sensitivity of the sensors and the applicability of actuators. Organic
electronic materials are the “abiotic” component of this interface. The more biologically
compatible the abiotic material is, the better the interactions with the biological milieu will be.
Conjugated polymers (CPs) are ideal materials for biological interfacing as they have structural
and transport properties that are intermediate to those of the two extremes, i.e., soft biological
systems and conventional, hard inorganic electronics.[3] Moreover, the versatility of organic
materials chemistry and processing methods allows to introduce biocompatible features to CPs.
They can, for instance, be synthetically programmed to exhibit a structure topographically similar
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and/or complementary to biological systems (regarding surface roughness, polarity and charge) [2]
and show tissue-like softness (Young modulus of films in the order of 10 MPa-3 GPa),[3, 4] and
flexibility (negligible loss in conductivity when bent to a radius of curvature smaller than 1 cm)[5,
6]

allowing for conformability to curvilinear biological surfaces,[7-11] as well as stretchability

(resilient up to 100% strain with a conductivity of 4100 S/cm). [12] The ability to engineer the
chemical structure of CPs to tune such solid-state properties alongside the possibility to integrate
them with other functional materials, have, for instance, accelerated research in what is known as
skin-inspired electronics and artificial electronic tissues.[13] Electronics that conform to the skin
and adapt to motion without a loss in electronic functionality are in demand for use as wearable
gadgets, designed to continuously monitor health signals through the skin.[14] Materials chemists
are developing CPs that concurrently possess efficient charge transport properties alongside
mechanical compliance and strain endurance, having the potential to be the workhorse of wearable
technologies.[15] Owing to their softness and surface properties that are recognizable by cells
(tunable through synthetic chemistry or via blending with appropriate components), conducting
polymers are used to make three dimensional (3D) biomimetic electronic tissue constructs.[16]
These constructs are envisaged to replace malfunctioning part of neural tissues or, thanks to the
embedded electronics, they can constitute an organ-on-chip like platform to dynamically monitor
toxicity of drugs on tissues.[17] Being inherently softer than silicon semiconductors makes them
also attractive for in vivo applications. Conducting polymers minimize adverse reactions between
the electronics and the tissue that carries the implant as a result of improved mechanical
compliance, given that the mechanics at the level of the device architecture is optimized.[18]
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Self-healing and biodegradability are additional features that can be achieved through careful
design of the chemical structure. Once implanted electronic devices or artificial tissue-repair
constructs have served their purpose and are no longer required, their degradation into nontoxic
species by body fluids is desired to reduce the chances of a long-term adverse response. The
development of such biodegradable CPs is still in its infancy.[19, 20] Self-healing, on the other hand,
becomes an important aspect of next-generation electronic materials that are immune to
mechanical stress or environmental interferents, rendering the devices robust and durable.[21, 22] To
regenerate the damaged conjugated matrix, the polymer requires dynamic bonds, such as hydrogen
bonds, electrostatic interactions, and metal-ligand bonds within or in between chains, which
introduces some level of mobility to chains so that they can intermix where there is a fracture.[23]
The synthetic handle also gives a route to immobilize biomolecules of interest on CP film surfaces
or within their bulk, either via side-chain engineering in solution state or by grafting from the
films.[24-26] The functionalization of CPs with biomolecules not only helps to tune responses of
cells to the electronic films,[27, 28] but is also used to build powerful biochemical sensors.[29, 30]

Another level of sophistication in organic bioelectronic devices stems from the different channels
of signal generation that CPs possess at the electrolyte/film interface. For instance, the films not
only transport electronic charges but also transport electrolyte ions.[31] In some cases, the
electrolyte swells the polymer films such that the bulk of the film constitutes volumetrically
distributed electronic charge/ion/water interfaces as a result of enhanced ion penetration and
motion. The mixed (electronic and ionic) conductivity results in large capacitances, leveraged for
the transduction of biological ionic signals into an electronic output, the delivery of charged
bioactive molecules as well as mechanical and electrical actuation. For example, the mixed
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conductivity of conducting polymer films allows to capture activity of individual neurons from the
surface of a rat's brain, which is otherwise only possible by using invasive, penetrating
electrodes.[7] The potential-dependent ion-to-electron coupling is the fundamental mechanism by
which organic mixed-conductor channels of organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs)
transduce neural signals with high amplification factors.[9] Because of these large capacitances, the
voltage transients of conducting polymer electrodes have a lower overshoot compared to
inorganics, offering a safe mode of charge injection into the living tissue during electrical
stimulation.[32] Moreover, triggered by an electrical input, bulk ion transport in some CP films
leads to macroscopic volume changes therein. These electrically controlled mechanical changes
allow the delivery of bioactive molecules encapsulated within the film,[33] or simply apply
mechanical forces to cells to modulate their behavior.[34-36] The high capacitance of the films is
leveraged to build another type of therapeutic device, namely, the organic electronic ion pump
(OEIP), which utilizes ion transport for fluid-free delivery of charged biochemical molecules to
tissues.[37, 38]

Mixed conduction is only one type of channel for signal generation. CPs are also optically active;
they show intense optical absorption and emission. In certain device configurations,
photoexcitation results in free charge carriers that can then interact with living tissue, allowing the
use of light as a stimulus to control biological events.[39] Some CP films can also catalyze reactions
at the electrolyte interface by releasing or accepting electrons.[40, 41] These catalytic properties can
be used to build power sources that can convert and store solar or electrical energy into chemical
energy in the form of, for instance, H2 or H2O2.[42, 43] The films can as well draw their fuel from
the biologically relevant chemicals when combined with oxidoreductase enzymes.[44] The electron
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transfer events at the polymer–electrolyte interface and the formation of chemical reactants are the
focus of electrocatalysis; however, the intrinsic electrocatalytic properties of CPs to build power
sources have yet to be explored.[45] Chemical design can create efficient catalytic sites on the
polymer chains and change the oxidation and reduction potentials by tuning the width and the gap
between the molecular orbitals, thereby facilitating electron exchange between the substrate of
interest.

These properties would be much less appealing if the materials were not easy to process and not
compatible with diverse fabrication routes that engineer them into various form factors. Indeed,
unlike traditional metals and inorganic semiconductors, organic materials can be processed at low
temperatures, are soluble in solvents, and can be patterned by a wide range of methods, including
microcontact and inkjet printing.[46] While these methods enable the mass production of organic
bioelectronic devices with low cost, more niche methods such as freeze-drying, 2-photon
polymerization, electrospinning and 3D printing, lead to the formation of free-standing or 3D
architectures that mimic the complexity and dimensions of biological milieu.[47] The different form
factors CPs can take allow them to emulate biological structures, resulting in device geometries
that are not possible with other materials, such as transistors integrated on woven fibers,[48, 49]
implants containing cell-integrated electrodes,[50] or CPs infused into plants[51,

52].

Gentle

processing conditions allow in situ integration of biological compounds such as proteins, and even
living cells, into the conducting polymer network, thus forming intimate bioelectronic interfaces
at different length scales.[53-55]
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Figure 1. Key features of conjugated polymers enable various applications at the interface
with aqueous electrolytes. CPs possess properties, such as mixed conduction, photo-activity and
flexibility for chemical functionalization, that have been leveraged to record physiological signals
(i), stimulate tissues electrically or by using light (ii), build biochemical sensors (iii), and for
energy conversion (iv) and storage (v).

In this report, we highlight the identifying characteristics of CPs that have been put to use in
bioelectronics. We describe how each of these features or a combination of them enabled device
8

architectures with unique operation principles and a performance that is beyond the reach of their
inorganic counterparts (Figure 1). For each type of application, we first describe the fundamental
property of the organic electronic material responding to the requirements of a particular device
operation, as well as recent developments in material design and fabrication techniques. Although
we highlight research that harnesses the properties that are unique to these materials in this work,
we stress that this progress report is not intended to be a literature overview. As such, we do not
claim this work to be an exhaustive review of the current state of the art, but rather a selection of
a few examples from different research areas, collectively discussed with a forward-looking
perspective.

1. Mixed conduction for recording electrophysiological signals
The coupling of ionic charges with electronic ones is the key property of bioelectronic devices that
transduce ionic (biological) signals into electronic ones in the film and vice versa, which is
particularly valid for neuronal interfaces. In this section, we will describe how mixed conductivity
of CPs (and low electrode/tissue impedance) has been leveraged in electrode and transistor
configurations to capture electrophysiological signals with improved signal‐to‐noise ratios (SNRs)
and high temporal resolution.

1.1. Ionic-to-electronic charge coupling in CPs
Semiconducting polymers have a conjugated backbone comprising repeat units with alternating
single and double bonds. These bonds form extended delocalized π-orbitals along their constituent
molecules where addition or removal of an electron “dopes” the polymer and generates free charge
carriers. Charge conduction takes place via hopping along a single chain and between well-aligned
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molecules that exhibit π-π orbital overlap, with mobilities of ca. 0.01–3 cm2 V−1 s−1).[45, 56] The
localization of charges limits the electronic conductivity of polymers, typically giving rise to traps
in the presence of high disorder or in the absence of connectivity between the segments within the
complex polymer microstructure.[56] A semiconducting polymer can become conducting (i.e.,
charged or doped) i) chemically, by exposing the polymer to a reducing or oxidizing solution that
contains dopant acceptor or donor molecules, or ii) upon application of an electric field to the film
interfacing an electrolyte that contains ionic species which electrostatically compensate for the
electronic charges that are injected from a metal contact.[45, 57] For bioelectronic devices where the
CP film has an interface with an electrolyte, the latter summarizes the operation principle. The
polymers designed for these devices transport ionic charges in addition to electronic charges, but
the two species should also be coupled in the film so that the ionic currents induce electronic
currents and vice versa.[58]

In such “mixed” conductors, ions have conduction paths in the bulk of the film that enable their
transport.[58] Hydrated ion motion is widely believed to be facilitated by a polar hydrophilic unit
or phase in the structure that can coordinate with both ions and water, with mobilities reaching up
to ca. 2 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1.[59] To date, two main synthetic strategies have been used to promote
ion transport in CP films. The first strategy involves synthesizing the CP using an ion-conducting
phase as the template, as in the case for the most popular conducting polymer, poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrenesulfonate), PEDOT:PSS, (Figure 2, i) or in the
presence of small ionic species, such as PEDOT:TOS where tosylate (TOS) is the small molecule
ionic dopant. The covalently bonded ions of the polyelectrolyte or the small ionic species
compensate for the electronic charges on the conjugated backbone, rendering the polymers
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intrinsically conducting. For hole conducting (p-type) polymers, the dopant is an (poly)anion. The
other strategy develops single-component mixed organic conductors where the polarity of the
polymer chain, hence interactions with electrolyte ions, is increased by introducing ionic groups.
These materials can comprise a CP backbone bearing either ionic units (known as conjugated
polyelectrolytes) or hydrophilic but uncharged groups tethered to the side chains (Figure 2, ii).
While the polymers in the latter group, i.e., ion-free polymers, are undoped (that is, neutral and
semiconducting in the absence of other species, such as impurities or O 2, that can unintentionally
dope the polymer), some of the conjugated polyelectrolytes can be “self-doped” if the counterions
dissociate from the covalently tethered ions.

(i) intrinsically conducting, heterogeneous systems
doped with polyelectrolyte

PEDOT:PSS

doped with small molecule

PEDOT:TOS

(ii) single component, homogeneous systems
conjugated polyelectrolytes

PEDOT-S

ion-free semiconductors

p(g2T-TT)

Figure 2. Polymeric mixed conductors in bioelectronic devices. (i) Intrinsically conducting,
heterogeneous (multi-component) systems. In poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene
sulfonate), PEDOT:PSS, the positive charge on the PEDOT chain is balanced by the negative
charge of PSS. PEDOT:Tosylate (PEDOT:TOS) is a conducting polymer where the compensating
anion is TOS; (ii) Single component, homogeneous systems. The poly(4-(2,3-dihydrothieno[3,4b][1,4]dioxin-2-yl-methoxy)-1-butanesulfonic acid PEDOT:S is a PEDOT backbone grafted with
alkoxysulfonate side chains. The hole on PEDOT:S is here compensated by the sulfonate group.
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The poly(2-(3,3′-bis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)-[2,2′-bithiophen]-5-yl)thieno[3,2-b]
thiophene p(g2T-TT) is an example for a hole transporting (p-type), ion-free semiconductor. For
a more comprehensive overview of organic mixed conductors, see the following references [58, 60,
61].

For these films, ions are readily exchanged between the bulk of the film and the biological milieu,
and ion transport in the polymer is believed to occur within the bulk of the film. This forms 3D
interfacing where the entire volume of the film is involved in the interactions with the biological
environment, as such the electronic communication is established in 3D. The doping state
(conductivity) of a semiconducting polymer film is determined by the charge induced per unit
voltage per volume, which is correlated to the number of ions that can accumulate in the film.[62]
The degree of ion-to-electron coupling thus translates into the magnitude of volumetric
capacitance, which is controlled by the applied voltage. The higher the number of these ionicelectronic charge coupling sites per unit volume, the lower the electrochemical impedance at the
film/electrolyte interface. In the absence of a bias, the intrinsically charged CP films, such as
PEDOT:PSS with a volumetric capacitance of ca. 40 F/cm3,[31] exhibit lower electrochemical
impedance compared to inorganic electrodes as they contain ionic/electronic charge couples
throughout their bulk.

1.2. Detection of electrophysiological signals with polymeric mixed conductors
A low-impedance-electrode in the world of electrophysiology means that the electrode is sensitive
to the weak ionic fluxes that neurons generate, due to its inherently low noise. In biology, ions are
used as signal carriers in the same way as the electrons of metals transmit signals from one contact
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to another. Electroactive cells in our body such as neurons in the brain, cardiac cells in the heart,
or skeletal muscles, constantly generate and transport ions during communication with each
another and with other organs in the body. The motion of these ions leads to fluctuations in
electrical fields in the electrolyte, which can be detected by electrodes that are placed nearby.
However, the electrical potential diminishes proportionally with the square of the distance; hence,
the best electrodes are those that can resolve all activities, including those with low amplitudes
and at high frequencies, even when they are placed at a distance from the activity site. A reduced
geometric area is another desirable feature of a recording electrode. The smaller the electrode is,
the higher the likelihood to detect signals from individual cells. Moreover, a higher number of
small electrodes can be placed in an array with a limited size, thus improving the spatial resolution
of the recordings and the foreign body response of the tissue that the array is implanted.

The use of conducting polymer films for neural recordings was thus a breakthrough, as they
reduced the impedance of the metal microelectrodes of neural probes that they were coated on.[63,
64]

In one early example, Cui et al. showed that gold electrodes coated with PEDOT:PSS had two

orders of magnitude lower impedance than the bare metal electrode at the biologically relevant
frequency of 1 kHz, leading to higher amplitude neural recordings from guinea pig cerebellum.[65]
The authors also integrated fibrous proteins and peptides into the conducting polymer
(polypyrrole) coatings via electropolymerization, onto which human neuroblastoma cells adhered
preferentially.[66] Moving beyond the use of conducting polymers as a coating on existing probes,
Kipke et al. developed a composite probe made of a carbon-fiber core (7 μm in diameter) coated
with a parylene-N film acting as a dielectric barrier functionalized with poly(ethylene glycol)
methacrylate (PEGMA, which rendered the probe antifouling), and a PEDOT:PSS recording pad
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electrochemically deposited at the exposed tip of the fiber (Figure 3A, i).[67] The resulting implants
were not only an order of magnitude smaller than traditional recording electrodes and more
mechanically compliant with brain tissue, but they also elicited much reduced chronic reactive
tissue responses with their biofouling resistant surface (Figure 3A, ii). These low-impedance
conducting polymer probes enabled single-neuron recordings in acute and early chronic
experiments in rats and measured local field potentials with high resolution (Figure 3A, iii-iv).[67]

Using generic photolithographic patterning, a low impedance PEDOT:PSS-based microelectrode
array with neuron-sized-density electrodes (10 × 10 μm2 electrode surface area and 30 μm
interelectrode spacing) on 4 μm-thick parylene substrates was fabricated (Figure 3B, i-ii). The
array was conformable to the surface of the cortex (Figure 3B, iii) and detected low‐frequency
oscillations as well as single-unit activity from superficial cortical neurons in rats and in patients
undergoing epilepsy surgery without penetrating the brain (Figure 3B, iv).[7] These
electrocorticography (ECOG) arrays could be scaled in size and geometry to cover a larger cortical
area in order to monitor the onset and propagation of activity patterns in human subjects.[68]
Another work showed the superior function of similarly fabricated PEDOT:PSS-based circular
ECOG electrodes compared to clinical Pt microelectrodes of identical geometry, for recording the
cognitive response of awake human subjects to audiovisual stimuli (Figure 3C, i-ii).[10] The low
noise spectra of PEDOT electrodes (Figure 3C, iii) afforded high spatial specificity, as evidenced
by the recordings of spatially modulated activity across the scale of cortical microcolumns (Figure
3C, iv). This is the first demonstration of the ability of a PEDOT:PSS based electrode to detect
evoked (stimulus-locked) cognitive activity, as demonstrated by the increase in power in high
frequencies (70-170 Hz) upon stimuli, likely related to population neuronal firing (Figure 3C, iv).
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Figure 3. Conjugated polymers for recording neural signals. (A) A microthread electrode
(MTE) based on a carbon fiber covered with parylene-N and a layer of PEGMA and functionalized
on one end with electropolymerized PEDOT:PSS (i). The PEGMA coating provides anti-fouling
properties (green fluorescent albumin does not adsorb on the MTE while it absorbs on the silicon
electrode underneath the MTE) (ii). Two MT arrays (with one carbon and one PEDOT recording
site) are implanted 1.6 mm deep into rat motor cortex (iii) where the PEDOT recording site records
single neuronal spikes while its carbon analogue shows no discernible single units (iv) Raw local
field potentials simultaneously recorded by both electrodes (v). Adapted with permission from [67].
Copyright 2012, Nature Publishing Group; (B) An electrocorticography (ECOG) array (i.e.,
NeuroGrid), consisting of 256 gold microelectrodes coated with PEDOT:PSS (scale bar; 1 mm,
15

inset scale bar: 10 µm).(i) Comparison of impedance of the NeuroGrid electrodes (filled circles)
and Au-based electrodes of same size (hollow circles). Impedance of NeuroGrid electrodes (inset;
blue circles) and implantable silicon probes (inset; red circles) (ii) The NeuroGrid conforms to the
surface of a rat somatosensory cortex (scale bar: 1 mm) (iii). High-pass-filtered time traces of the
intraoperative recordings of the NeuroGrid, placed on human brain undergoing epilepsy surgery,
reveal spiking activity (above, scale bars: 20 ms × 40 μV). Typical waveform patterns obtained
by spike-triggered averaging of spikes from different recording sites represented by different
colors (below, scale bars: 1 ms × 40 μV) (iv). Adapted with permission from [7]. Copyright 2014,
Nature Publishing Group; (C) PEDOT:PSS MEA and macrodots are patterned on an ECOG device
. The MEA contains 56 micro-dots with a diameter of 50 m and spaced by 400 m, and the device
has 6 macro-dots (diameter: 3 mm) (i). Cross‐sectional SEM image of the device (ii). PEDOT:PSS
based electrodes show an overall smaller noise floor (masked by the amplifier noise) than
conventional Pt electrodes of the same geometry (iii). Time-frequency traces of three PEDOT:PSS
electrodes showing evoked (stimulus-locked, visual or auditory) cognitive activity of awake
human subjects (iv). Adapted with permission from [10]. Copyright 2017, Wiley‐VCH.

These studies demonstrate that the low impedance of conducting polymer electrodes improves
both the SNR of recordings and their spatial resolution. Such electrodes enable to correctly identify
which region of the brain, in terms of depth and size, is responsible for a specific pathology is
important to accurately determine the disease-affected areas for surgery. Electrodes are, however,
passive devices, whereas transistors provide local amplification that improves SNR even further.
For electrophysiological recordings, the organic electrochemical transistor (OECT) has shown
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record-high amplification values that exceed those of all other electrolyte-gated transistors and
most solid-state devices made of inorganic and low-dimensional nanowire and carbon-based
semiconductors (Figure 4A, i-iii).[9, 69] During OECT operation, a voltage applied at the gate
electrode injects ionic charges into the (semi)conducting polymer channel, which in turn
compensates for the charge injected/extracted from the contacts. The amount of ionic charge
injected thus modulates the drain current, which is controlled by the gate voltage. The
amplification of the transistor, i.e., the transconductance, will be high if a very low gate voltage
results in large modulations in the drain current. Since CP based mixed conductors (Figure 2) show
efficient ion-to-electron coupling, and hence large volumetric capacitances that scale with the
potentials exerted through an electrolyte, they are ideal channel materials for hightransconductance OECTs.

In the vicinity of the transistor, the local potential fluctuations arising from neural activity act as
an additional voltage exerted by the gate electrode, i.e., they modulate the channel current with an
amplification factor that scales with the transconductance. OECTs for neural recordings are thus
operated at the gate and drain bias conditions that maximize the transconductance. For low power
consumption and minimized exposure of cells to applied bias, the gate voltage should be close to
zero, which can be tuned by the geometry of the channel,[70] by the gate electrode material,[70, 71]
or by the channel material itself.[31] OECTs used for electrophysiology are predominantly based
on spin-cast or drop-cast formulations of PEDOT:PSS containing additives that improve their
conductivity and water stability.[9, 68] The SNR could be further reduced by using conducting
polymers with a higher capacitance and mobility, and hence higher transconductance OECTs. For
instance, PEDOT nanofibrils prepared from a solvent-assisted crystallization method showed
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higher capacitance values due to the removal of excess PSS, giving long-term electrical stability
that was attributed to marginal swelling, and thus, is a promising material for neural recordings.[72,
73]

Here, we should clarify the distinction between the OECT operation regimes based on the

intrinsic conductivity of the polymer used in the channel. PEDOT:PSS and similar conducting
polymer-based OECTs operate in the depletion mode. With no external bias, the channel is “ON”
because the polymer is intrinsically charged, and it turns “OFF” when a gate bias is applied, as
detailed above. The channel being always ON consumes power and these OECTs mostly show
inferior on/off ratios at low bias, which can be overcome by using materials that are initially in an
OFF state. Semiconducting polymers that are uncharged in the pristine state and exhibit mixed
conduction are developed for “accumulation mode” OECTs.[60, 61] p(g2T-TT) (see Figure 2-ii for
the chemical structure) is one example that outperformed state-of-the-art PEDOT:PSS-based
depletion mode devices with transconductances and on/off switching times.[31, 74] The conductivity
of this p-type polymer increases exponentially upon application of a negative voltage at the gate
electrode, which injects anions in the channel that compensate for the injected holes. This type of
operation allows the use of OECT circuitry in a subthreshold regime where an initial dramatic
increase in conductivity occurs close to 0 V when switching from the OFF (highly resistive) to the
ON (highly conductive) state.[75] By operating the device near the off-state regime, higher voltage
gains with lower power consumption are achieved. The use of such a transistor as a voltage
amplifier was demonstrated by connecting the circuit to medical electrodes recording
electroencephalography (EEG) signals from the brain, where the amplitudes of the signals
increased by two orders of magnitude with the OECT amplifier (Figure 4A, iv).[75]
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The ion-gated organic electrochemical transistor (IGT) is another type of transducer that leverages
the mixed conductivity of CPs (Figure 4B, i).[11] In this electrolyte-free configuration, the channel
material itself contains mobile ions that couple/de-couple with the electronic charges, controlled
by the electrical field in its vicinity. This solid-state transistor eliminates the need for ion exchange
from a shared external electrolyte (thereby reducing the distance that ions need to travel) and,
therefore, operates substantially faster than other electrolyte-based transistors of equal size (Figure
4B, ii). IGTs were demonstrated to form conformable integrated circuit, capable of multistage
amplification (Figure 4B, iii). The IGT channels (50 x 100 μm) fabricated on thin parylene
supports interfacing directly with human skin in an EEG configuration acquired a range of
physiologically relevant frequencies despite its small size and absence of an electrolytic gel and
thanks to high SNR acquisition within these bands (Figure 4B, iv-v). Moreover, since the contact
size of the transistor was decreased by five orders of magnitude compared to medical electrodes,
a more comfortable use of such wearable technologies was ensured while the device could even
fit between hair follicles (Figure 4B, iv).[11] Once again, the voltage modulated ionic-electronic
coupling provided local amplification leveraged in the transistor circuitry despite the small footprint.
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Figure 4. Conjugated polymers based electrochemical transistors for electrophysiology. (A)
The transconductance of PEDOT:PSS OECTs in comparison to other transistor technologies. Inset
shows a microscope image of a PEDOT:PSS channel of an OECT (scale bar: 10 m) (i) Adapted
from

[69]

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0

Unported License. Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group. OECT ECOG array placed on the
surface of a rat brain measures neural signals with SNR superior to the PEDOT:PSS electrode
analogue and Ir-based penetrating electrode (ii). Adapted from [9] under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial -NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License. Copyright 2013, Nature
20

Publishing Group. The accumulation mode OECT, with p(g2T-TT) in the channel, is used as a
voltage amplifier when recording EEG signals (iii). Adapted with permission from [75]. Copyright
2018, Wiley‐VCH; (B) An internal ion-gated transistor (IGT) comprising PEDOT:PSS in the
channel, in conjunction with an ion reservoir, D-sorbitol, in order to maintain a supply of mobile
ions within the channel. The gate electrode is isolated from the channel by an ionic membrane,
chitosan (i). Fast switching speeds of IGTs (ii). Effective multistage signal amplification with IGTs
- input voltage, Vin, (red, scale bar, 50 mV), output signal from T1 (black) and final amplified
output from T2 (blue, scale bars, 50 μA by 100 ms). (iii) and EEG recordings with IGTs (scale:
500 ms by 100 V) (v). IGT does not induce skin irritation compared to a traditional gel electrode
in contact with skin for one hour (iv). Adapted with permission from

[11].

Creative Commons

Attribution‐Non-Commercial License, AAAS.

Finally, there is a plethora of research that has explored the low impedance properties of
conducting polymers for electrophysiology; some of these also leveraged their processability into
different form factors. For instance, PEDOT films printed on tattoo papers were used as electrodes
directly applied to the skin, thereby allowing to record signals from muscles or the heart (EMG
and ECGs) with improved comfort and stability compared to conventional wet electrodes that rely
on electrolytic gels.[76, 77]

2. Mixed conduction and photo-activity for therapeutic devices
In the previous section, we discussed the coupling between ionic and electronic charges in CP
films and the fact that mixed conduction is the fundamental mechanism that electrodes and OECTs
rely on when recording electrophysiological signals with high temporal resolution and SNRs.
Besides capturing these signals, low-impedance CP electrodes make it possible to safely inject
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currents into living systems to control their function. Addressing CPs films electrically is the most
obvious approach to modulate functions of the cells that they interface. Nonetheless, mixed
conduction offers alternative routes to stimulate cells with remarkable spatial and temporal control.
For instance, upon bulk doping with electrolyte ions, some CP films undergo mechanical and
morphological changes (contraction/expansion of the polymer film to accommodate the
release/uptake of ions). This phenomenon has been leveraged to deliver mechanical cues to cells
or therapeutic drugs where and when they are needed. Besides electrical addressing, light is another
source that evokes charge carriers in CP films. When exposed to light in an aqueous medium, CP
films interfacing a tissue can elicit cellular response. Such organic optoelectronic stimulation
devices are a rapidly growing subset of noninvasive therapeutic tools. In this section, we will
describe how each of these properties, i.e., mixed conduction and photo-activity, has been used to
develop devices and interfaces that restore lost/impaired functionalities of cells, deliver drugs, as
well as form functional, in vitro tissue constructs for regenerative medicine.

2.1. Mixed conduction for electrical, mechanical and chemical stimulation
In addition to their use in monitoring ionic currents, electrodes are used for the delivery of ionic
currents which then stimulate cells. Sufficiently large electric fields can manipulate the cell
membrane’s resting potential to induce action potentials. Electrical stimulation of neurons is
therefore used routinely in a clinical setting to trigger activity at sites of injury (such as in cochlear
implants)[78], and increasingly employed for the treatment of certain disorders by hijacking the
body’s communication channels, such as the stimulation of the vagus nerve to treat rheumatoid
arthritis[79]. The operation of these devices at low voltages is important not only to reduce power
consumption but also to minimize the effects of resistive heating, irreversible reactions at the
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material–tissue interface, and material exhaustion, which can lead to degradation and performance
failure.[80] For electrical stimulation with implantable electrodes, the high capacitance of
conducting polymer coatings offers safe stimulation as the same amount of current can be injected
into a tissue as their inorganic counterparts, albeit at significantly lower voltages.[81] With this large
charge-injection capability, conducting polymer electrodes can be fabricated in smaller sizes.[82]
One drawback of conducting polymer electrodes concerns their interactions with proteins in vivo,
which have been shown to negatively impact their electrical performance more significantly than
inorganic metals.[83]

Even without using active stimulation, conducting polymer films alone can affect the growth of
cells or the physiological activities of tissue.[16] Mawad et al. showed that when doped polyaniline
(PANI)-integrated chitosan constructs are attached to cardiac tissue slices and whole hearts, they
affect the tissue electrophysiology, which has not been observed for pristine chitosan patches with
a similar Young’s modulus.[84] These 3D electroactive constructs have been found promising to
treat damaged hearts as the patch increased the unhealthy heart conduction velocity towards
normal values when it was (photo-)adhered to the heart.[84] Another work developed a 3D
collagen/alginate hydrogel incorporating PEDOT:PSS.[85] In the absence of any electrical
stimulation, the gel enhanced the electrical coupling within cardiomyocytes and between the
hydrogel and the host tissue. The conducting hydrogel matched the beating characteristics of the
tissue with a beating rate similar to that of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, and thus minimized
internal arrhythmia. In another work, polypyrrole (PPy) integrated chitosan patches promoted
intrinsic Ca+2 propagation of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, without changing the shape or duration
of the calcium transients.[86] When implanted in rats, these patches facilitated recovery by
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improving synchronization and signaling of the infarct‐surrounding heart tissue, which the
chitosan alone did not. The beating properties of conducting polymer integrated hearts were similar
to those of healthy rats that did not suffer from myocardial infarction. Another PPy-based
composite was implanted in rats to bridge the two ends of a damaged sciatic nerve.[87] After six
months of implantation at the site of injury, the conduit enabled the nerve to grow, and new cells
eventually filled the gap to a level comparable to an autologous graft. Since the insulating polymer
alone did not lead to nerve regeneration, this effect was attributed to the conducting network that
facilitated the transduction of endogenous cell signals. All these applications outlined above
demonstrate that the conducting nature of the 3D constructs is favored by electrically active cells
and can be used as a positive interference. However, a platform would be beneficial that can
perform active electrical stimulation, which would reduce the duration of the therapy while
enhancing its impact.

Besides electrical means, mixed conduction offers another route to interfere with the physiology
of tissues. Organic semiconductors, and polymers in general, have weak van der Waals'
intermolecular forces that give the solid material a “soft” character. During doping (or dedoping),
ions surrounded by hydration shells can move inside the polymer film thanks to its softness, which
leads to a change in the volume (or thickness) of the film that can be reverted as the bias stops.
This electronic control over film volume has been extensively studied using electrochemical
quartz-crystal microbalance, a sensitive microbalance that weighs the film during the application
of bias through the electrolyte.[62, 88] Such large changes in CP film volume induced by electrical
fields have been leveraged to 1) mechanically actuate tissues, and 2) release charged drugs that are
encapsulated inside the film.
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While electrical currents are known to stimulate electroactive cells; all cells are equipped with
inherent systems that sense and respond to mechanical stimuli and, therefore, strain can be applied
to cells to change their behavior. For instance, electrospun poly(lactic‐co‐glycolic acid) fibers
comprising a doped PPy top coating can undergo a 5–6% volume change upon the application of
a de-doping AC pulse.[36] This mechanical change was shown to increase the expression of
stemness associated markers and lead to a more smooth muscle‐like morphology of the induced
pluripotent stem cells cultured on these conducting fibers. In that same study, each conducting
fiber surrounding the cells showed volume expansion/contraction, mimicking the cyclical
mechanical flow and force within the heart, further highlighting the fact that the conducting
polymer film maintained its bulk functionality, even when processed as a coating around a 3 µmthick fiber. The different form factors conducting polymers can take uncovered another way to
change cell behavior. A PPy nanotube array (with inner diameters of around 25 nm) was
polymerized on a titanium substrate (Figure 5A, i).[35]. The array underwent reversible swelling
upon electrochemical oxidation, which turned the nanotubes into nanotips as the hollow inner
space became filled with water and anions (Figure 5A, i).[35] The human mesenchymal stem cells
interfacing these nanostructures showed a preferential attachment to the hydrophobic nanotubes
compared to the hydrophilic nanotips. However, the successive cycles of nanotube‐to-nanotip
switching controlled by the electric field were shown to induce actin filament organization (Figure
5A, ii) and activate the osteogenic differentiation of stem cells through mechanotransduction
(Figure 5A, iii). The cyclical nature of the experiments showed that the effect observed was
triggered by mechanical stimulation at the cell-material interface independent of surface stiffness
and chemical induction. The same results were not observed in flat films, highlighting the
importance of nanoscale contact guidance to finely control cell adhesion.
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Figure 5. Conjugated polymers for stimulating cells with electrical, mechanical and chemical
cues. (A) A PPy array is reversibly switched between nanotube and nanotips structures by
electrochemical oxidation and reduction. Human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) adhere more
favorably on nanotubes compared to nanotips (pink in the SEM images) (i). Over multiple
electrochemical cycles, actin filament organization (AFU) is induced as well as cell spreading over
the nanostructures (background-subtracted fluorescence images (pseudo colored heat maps) of
actin filaments, scale bar: 10 m). (ii). Mechanical stimulation causes nuclear translocation of
mechanotransduction related protein (YAP), and promotes preosteogenic Runt related
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transcription factor 2 (RUNX2), leading to effective mechano-transduction of MSCs (iii). Adapted
with permission from [35]. Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society; (B) PPy films doped with
p-toluene sulphonate (pTS) interface auditory neuron explant culture (left). Bi-phasic current
pulses applied for 1-hour release neurotrophin-3 (NT3) and improve neurite formation (i). NT3 is
also passively released into the cell media and leads to enhanced neurite formation (the films were
also coated with cell adhesion molecules (CAMS), laminin and poly-ornithine) (ii). Scale bars in
i-ii: 100 m. The amount of released NT3 (top) and the effects of electrical stimulation and/or
stimulated NT3 release (bottom) (iii). Reproduced with permission from

[89].

Copyright 2007,

Elsevier; (C) Operation of a PEDOT:PSS based OEIP (i). Adapted with permission from

[90].

Copyright 2017, Wiley‐VCH. The OEIP fabricated on a PET substrate is implanted in the rat spinal
cord for the treatment of neuropathic pain. The OEIP is charged with GABA with four delivery
points (ii). Control experiment with the delivery of protons instead of GABA demonstrates the
effectiveness of the device (iii). Adapted with permission from

[91].

Creative Commons

Attribution‐Non Commercial License, AAAS; (D) The design of a microfluidic channel integrated
OEIP applied in ECOG configuration (i). Adapted with permission from

[92].

Copyright 2017,

Wiley‐VCH. A schematic of a microfluidic integrated implantable OEIP fabricated on parylene-C
substrate with two microscale PEDOT:PSS based electrodes fabricated on-site for ECOG
recordings. (inset scale bar: 100 m, outside scale bar: 1 mm) (ii). Application of electrical pulses
to the implantable OEIP delivers GABA to the rat hippocampus. The electrodes record
electrophysiological signals before OEIP operation, with seizures occurring 30 min after 4AP (a
potassium blocker) injection (iii, A), with the OEIP treatment, initiated immediately following the
first seizure, thus stopping the seizures (iii, B). When the OEIP is switched before the 4AP
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injection, no seizures occur (iii, C). Adapted with permission from

[93]

Creative Commons

Attribution‐Non Commercial License, AAAS.

The second mechanism (of the mechanisms mentioned above) encapsulates the drug inside the
doped polymer network. Therapeutic drugs such as anti-inflammatory drugs, and bioactive
molecules such as neurotrophic factors and antibiotics, can be loaded inside the conducting
polymer network via electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions, physical entrapment, or covalent
bonding with cleavable linkers during synthesis or even after film formation.[2] Since the geometry
of the polymer film can be controlled via a change in its doping level, drugs encapsulated inside
can be released in a voltage-controlled manner.[94, 95] This mechanism works when 1) the drug is
electrically charged so that it is ejected from the polymer depending on the polarity of the applied
voltage,[37, 96, 97] and 2) the bias allows an expansion of the polymer network (accompanied by
improved porosity) so that the drug can easily diffuse out of the polymeric network.[98-100] A prime
example of the first case was demonstrated by Boehler et al., who implanted probes made of
PEDOT electrodes encapsulating an anti-inflammatory drug (dexamethasone) into a rat
hippocampus.[101] The drug molecule carrying a negative charge was integrated into PEDOT as
the dopant during electropolymerization. The drug was released from the coating once a week
using voltage stimulation during an implantation period of over 12 weeks in order to treat the
inflammation caused by the reaction of the tissue to the implant. Controlled release of the
dexamethasone was possible over 12 weeks using a cyclic voltammetry trigger, and the data
indicated that the electrodes with active drug release had neurons closer to them compared to the
passive electrodes, although the effect was not statistically significant. Notably, as the drug dopant
was released during a de-doping period, they were replaced by the anions of the electrolyte. The
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release of the dopant thus affected the polymer integrity, as was evidenced by the conjugated
monomer residues that were found in the electrolyte.[102] Hence, for this approach to be used
chronically, polymer-dopant drug interactions should be optimized to ensure film stability under
redox cycling. This balance is delicate because strongly bound dopants (due to their charge or size)
inhibit the passive release of the drug, and they also tend to cause larger structural damage when
released under applied stimulation.[89]

Richardson et al. incorporated neurotrophin-3 (NT3) inside PPy (doped with TOS) during its
electropolymerization on mm-scale gold electrodes.[89] These electrodes, which were interfacing
the auditory neuron explant culture, delivered the NT3 via electrostimulation, which improved
neurite outgrowth from the explants (Figure 5B, i). While the stimulation controlled the amount
of drug released, half of the dose also diffused passively into the explant and improved neurite
growth (Figure 5B, ii). Combined electrical stimulation and chemical delivery gave the highest
number of neurites per explant (Figure 5B, iii). A further study showed that passive diffusion can
be reduced by incorporating a top conducting polymer layer on top of the drug-loaded layer.[103]
While most research has reported the incorporation of drugs via electropolymerization, Loffler et
al. used a supercritical carbon dioxide treatment to impregnate neurotransmitter acetylcholine
inside electrodeposited PEDOT:PSS films.[98] With this method, the effect of reduction and
oxidation on the film volume seemed to be more drastic, leading to an 8-fold increase in the amount
of drug delivered compared to the unstimulated case governed by diffusion. To drastically change
the volume upon electrical doping-dedoping, the material swelling with no external bias should be
minimized. PEDOT:PSS, for instance, has a dedicated PSS phase for hydration, which makes the
polymer swell to almost double its initial size due to the diffusion of ions/water. [62] When it is
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electrochemically de-doped, the material swells only an additional ca. 5%.[62] For undoped
semiconducting polymers (Figure 2, ii), this change with voltage can be much more dramatic,[104106]

where swelling increases the volume by 300% relative to the pristine state, such as was seen

for a 5 µm thick poly‐[3,3′‐bis(2‐(2‐(2‐methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)‐2,2′‐bithiophene] – CP
comprised of a polythiophene backbone with triethylene glycol side chains – cladding layer coated
around a carbon monofilament.[104] In this extreme case, voltage triggers a change in the number
of entanglement sites and impacts the chain/solvent interaction, causing a solid-gel transition. Such
polymers have yet to be used for therapeutic medicinal purposes. Another consideration is the
reversibility of the volume change. Once the polymer film is electrically charged, the water that
accumulates inside does not necessarily leave the film, even when an opposite voltage is
applied.[105,

106]

Depending on the nature of the biasing, the recurrent switching between its

oxidized and neutral state may also cause degradation of the polymer and overoxidation for p-type
polymers.

Beyond doping‐ and entrapment‐based approaches, the mixed conductivity of conducting
polymers has been exploited for the prolonged delivery of charged molecules using an
electrophoretic ion pump. An organic electronic ion pump (OEIP) comprises two electrodes
separated by an ion-exchange membrane. Cations (anions) drift from a reservoir through an anion
(cation) exchange membrane to the delivery site when a voltage is applied between the two
electrodes, one of which is located underneath the reservoir that contains the ions to be delivered
and the other is located in the target area (Figure 5C, i ).[90] For each electronic charge that goes
through the external circuit, one ionic charge (i.e., a drug) is driven through the membrane. OEIPs
enable the voltage-controlled delivery of small metal cations, neurotransmitters (glutamate,[107]
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aspartate,[107] salicylic acid,[108] -amino butyric acid – GABA,[92, 93, 109] acetylcholine,[93, 96, 107, 109]
dopamine[110]) and hormones (abscisic acid)[111] to induce neural activity, that can suppress
epileptiform activity, treat pain-causing neurons locally, and even regulate the physiology of
plants. Thanks to the large volumetric capacitance of PEDOT:PSS and the processability of their
associated components, OEIPs can be made in microscale configurations. An implantable version
with four delivery points has been used to release GABA directly to pain areas in the spinal cord
of living, awake and freely moving mice with sciatic nerve injury (Figure 5C, ii).[91] Doses could
be well controlled with voltages (Figure 5C, iii), and the delivery has led to positive therapeutic
effects on par with traditional treatments such as spinal cord stimulation. This is a neat application
of OEIP as direct electrical stimulation of the spinal cord does not allow to control the subsequent
release of the desired neurotransmitters. While OEIPs present excellent spatial and temporal
control over delivery, they also require high voltages due to the low drift mobility of ions and the
connecting length between the reservoirs. The integration of microfluidic channels into the ionselective membrane has helped to overcome this drawback. [92, 93, 109] The microfluidic system
brings the drug molecules close to the delivery points, where they can be electrophoretically
pumped to the target area through the micrometer holes generated in the ion membrane (Figure
5D, i).[92] This design has reduced the required operation voltages as well as the speed of delivery
due to the short distance the drugs need to travel. The potential use of these devices for treating
neural disorders has been demonstrated in an ECOG configuration. [92,

109]

An implantable

configuration of this OEIP device which was integrated with on-site recording electrodes (Figure
5D, ii) has been used to treat seizure-like events induced in the hippocampus of anesthetized mice
by delivering GABA while simultaneously monitoring the pathological state (Figure 5D, iii).[93]
The delivery speed of OEIPs was improved in a study by Jonsson et al., who showed that
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acetylcholine could be delivered within 50 ms following the application of voltage. [96] The quick
delivery of the drug was achieved by supplementing lateral electrophoresis with a control electrode
and individually addressable ion diodes at each delivery point, which limited leakage. OEIP
technology is thus attractive for on-demand and local drug delivery, and the processability of
conducting polymers allows for the integration of these devices in different forms (such as
integration within a capillary fiber)[108] and large-scale production using printing technologies.[112]

2.2. Photo-activity for controlling cellular events
There is yet another feature of CPs that makes them attractive for bioelectronic therapy: CPs are
photo-active. They have been used, for almost three decades long, in photovoltaic cells for solarenergy harvesting and photodetectors as pixel elements of large-area, color-image sensors. The
generation of electronic charges with incident light offers a route to intervene with the activity of
cells interfacing the CP film. CPs generate pairs of excited electrons and holes upon irradiation
with light energy that exceeds their bandgap. These hole-electron pairs (i.e., excitons) can be
separated into free charge carriers, typically in the presence of electron-accepting molecules or
with an electrical field. At the CP film/electrolyte interface, depending on the materials used, the
device dimensions, and the intensity and duration of applied light stimulus, the generated charges
interact with the electrolyte (and adherent cells) in any or a combination of these three ways[113,
114]:

1) photocapacitive coupling, where one type of electronic charge (holes or electrons) of the

CP film accumulates at the electrolyte/film interface and couples with the electrolyte ions of
opposite charge, hence generating a transient electric field that (de)polarizes the membrane;

[115]

2) photoelectrochemical coupling, which involves free charge carriers transferred to the electrolyte
that cause a Faradaic reaction, which then interferes with the physiology of the cell;[116] and 3)
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photothermal coupling, where the absorption of light leads to localized heating in the polymer,
which then propagates to the interface and causes physical changes in the lipid bilayer membrane
of the cells

[117].

For more insight into these processes and the types of planar or nanostructured

surfaces used, we refer readers to recent reviews on the topic.[113, 114, 118] Photocapacitive coupling
has been employed to achieve a high temporal resolution and immediate response after stimulation,
which are required especially for chronic implants, and to avoid redox byproducts or heating that
may cause irreversible damage to cells.[115] Overall, light can be a noninvasive stimulus to
modulate cellular behavior with its localized action and an immediate response.

In a recent example, Vetencourt et al. fabricated retinal prostheses comprising a light sensitive
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) layer deposited onto a PEDOT:PSS-coated fibroin silk support
(Figure 6A, i).[119] P3HT is a biocompatible p-type polymer that generates excitons upon
irradiation with light of 530 nm wavelength. PEDOT:PSS acts as the anode to collect holes and
accumulate negative charges at the P3HT-cell interface. The silk-based prosthetics was implanted
in the subretinal space of blind rats (Figure 6A, ii-ii). The blind rats implanted with the prosthetic
devices showed full recovery of the pupillary response to levels indistinguishable from healthy
ones (Figure 6A, iv, top), indicating light sensitivity restoration. Flash stimuli at 30 DPI (dots per
inches) demonstrated improved light sensitivity and recovery of visual acuity induced by the
prosthetic device (Figure 6A, iv, middle and bottom). The prostheses-induced retinal function
lasted up to 6-10 months after implantation with no irreversible degradation or delamination of the
P3HT or PEDOT:PSS layers. Such prosthetics are at the mm-length scales; however, P3HT can
be processed as nanoparticles in aqueous solutions to the scale of hundreds of nanometers in size,
which extends their scope of application. For instance, in the form of nanoparticles, P3HT was
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internalized by the eyeless freshwater polyps, modifying the light response of the animals by acting
as an artificial photoreceptor.[120] To increase the number of free charge carriers formed and reduce
the intensity of light that is required, so-called bulk heterojunctions (polymer donor-small
molecule acceptor types) have been used.[121] Ferlauto et al. built a large area photodiode array
bedding 2215 stimulating pixels comprising a PEDOT:PSS anode and a P3HT:PCBM (PCBM,
phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester, an n-type organic small molecule) photoactive layer, capped
with an aluminum or titanium cathode layer that improved capacitive charging at the device-cell
interface (Figure 6B, i).[122] The polymers could be patterned in microscale areas on a flexible
PDMS support rendering the device compatible with the curvature of the eye while the increased
electrode density aimed to improve visual acuity (Figure 6B, ii). Both the visual acuity and visual
field size were improved for pigs wearing these foldable and photovoltaic wide-field retinal
prosthesis (Figure 6B, iii). Light stimulation effectively induced prosthetic-evoked spiking activity
of retinal ganglion cells without a loss in device performance upon sequential operation and was
applicable for almost 24 months (Figure 6B, iv-v).
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Figure 6. Light illumination through conjugated polymers elicits physiological response. (A)
An organic prosthesis consisting of a stack of P3HT and PEDOT:PSS layers deposited on a silk
fibroin substrate (i, top: full prosthetic device, bottom: cross-section showing the three-layered
structure). The device is implanted in the sub-retinal space of dystrophic Royal College of
Surgeons (RCS) rats (ii), without swelling or delamination and without impairing the retina
integrity (iii). Pupillary light reflex (iv, top), Visual Evoked Potentials – VEPs (iv, middle) and
visual acuity – spatial resolution (iv, bottom) are evaluated as part of the visual function restoration
in non-dystrophic control rats (RCS-rdy), dystrophic rats (RCS), dystrophic rats implanted with
the prosthetic device (RCS + implant) and dystrophic rats implanted with a control prosthetic
device lacking the photoactive layer (RCS + Substrate). Adapted with permission from

[119].

Copyright 2017, Nature Publishing Group; (B) A organic prosthesis consists of thin films of
PEDOT:PSS anode, a P3HT:PCBM polymeric blend and a Ti cathode. (i). The foldable and
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photovoltaic wide-field retinal prosthesis was fabricated on a PDMS substrate and conforms to a
PDMS based dome support before implantation in a pig eye (ii). Light stimulation induced spiking
activity of ex-vivo retinal ganglion cells over the prosthetic (i.e., POLYRETINA) (red dotted line
is the threshold set for spike detection, green bar represents the light illumination at 10 ms with
29.08 mW mm-2, cyan bars are the regions of spikes and red bars correspond to stimulation
artefacts) (iii), and is effective for a long period of time (320 000 light stimuli delivered at 20 Hz
with an 88.6% photocurrent – PC retention) (iv). The device is stable over 2 years under
accelerated ageing (v). Adapted from [122] under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License. Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group; (C) P3HT nanofibrils (NF)
and nanorods (NR) were developed via temperature induced self-assembly depending on the
regioregularity of P3HT used. The nanoweb substrates interface human fetal neural stem cells –
hfNSCs (i). The SEM images of the nanostructures and flat P3HT film (ii, top row, scale bar: 300
nm), where the P3HT-NF led to highest production of the focal adhesion protein vinculin
compared to others (ii, second row, scale bar: 50 nm). Photostimulation enhances neural
differentiation, characterized by the expression of neuronal markers (Tuj1, labeled in green) (ii,
third and bottom rows, scale bar: 300 nm). Stimulation with P3HT-NF led to longest neurite length
(iii, top) and enhanced expression of the neuronal markers Tuj1 (iii, middle) and MAP2 (iii,
bottom) over the astrocyte marker GFAP. Adapted from

[123]

under the terms of the Creative

Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Copyright 2017, Ivyspring International
Publisher.
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Light can also change the behavior of stem cells cultured on top of CP surfaces. Nanoweb
substrates composed of P3HT nanofibrils and nanorods have been shown to enhance the
neurogenesis of human fetal neural stem cells upon stimulation by light at 539 nm. [123] Depending
on the polymers’ regioregularity, P3HT nanostructures can be processed as fibrils or rods (Figure
6C, i). Nanowebs had intrinsically enhanced photocurrents compared to flat films, because of their
large surface area and the interconnectivity of the nanofeatures.[123] Furthermore, the fibrous
structure gives topographical cues to the cells, which enhanced focal adhesions and promoted their
differentiation (Figure 6C, ii). Photostimulation (1 Hz, 30 min twice per day) at the end of 7 days
of culture facilitated neuronal differentiation and electrophysiological maturation of stem cells as
P3HT transferred electrons to the cells (Figure 6C, iii). Photostimulation mediated by polymer
absorption is also applicable for non-electrically active (non-excitable) cells. However, the effect
is thought to be thermal (indicated by the fact that a stimulation effect is observed with a delay
after illumination), where the nonradiative excited states recombine and release thermal
energy.[117] The heat then perturbs the membrane electrical properties, hence its resting potential,
as seen with P3HT and human embryonic kidney cells.[117] Another work developed photoactive
core-shell type substrates made of hollow nanofibers of gelatin and poly(l-lactic acid)-co-poly(εcaprolactone) comprising P3HT at the core.[124] These fibers then interfaced adipose‐derived stem
cells (ASCs). Photoactivation of P3HT via white LED triggered the differentiation of ASCs
towards epidermal cells on these nanofibrous supports, compared to unstimulated analogues as
well as those that are stimulated but do not contain the photoactive P3HT.

These results showcase the substantial promise of CPs in therapy with photocurrents and building
tissue-like constructs for regenerative medicine. The approach based on organics is still in its
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infancy and there is room for improvement in the design of the materials. An ideal material or
platform should absorb light effectively, which leads to large amount of free charge carriers that
can rapidly migrate to the substrate/cell interface. This process requires improved combinations of
donor/acceptor materials with complementary absorption profiles and high mobilities.
Photocharging should be fast while avoiding material degradation and the release of toxic residues
at the electrolyte interface. The materials used should allow for fabrication at the micrometer scale
to allow for better spatial control over cell function. Finally, the use of photostimulation to interact
with non-electrically active cells has yet to be fully tested and explored.

3. Chemical functionalization for sophisticated biological interfaces and biochemical
sensing

The ability to introduce functional groups in CP chemical structure is at the heart of advances in
organic bioelectronics. When the multifunctionality is inherent to the chemical structure of the
polymer, fabrication of microscale sensors becomes less technically challenging because it lowers
the number of preparation steps, thus providing a direct route toward large‐scale production and
adaptation into different geometries. To chemically link a (bio)functional unit, monomers should
have convenient locations with strong reactivity towards a linker CPs can as well be rendered
“functional” after they are cast on surfaces as films or solid structures. In this section, we will
review a few selected CPs decorated with specific chemical moieties. We will use the terms, bioand chemical- functionalization, interchangeably as the applications of chemically modified CPs
that we focus are at the interface with biological systems and noting that the added chemical units
are not necessarily bio-derived. We will highlight how side-chain modifications, new monomers
and post-processing approaches introduce new surface functionalities to the film, which are then
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used to build sophisticated cellular interfaces and mediate biochemical signals. As for biosensors,
here we will only focus on those whose operation mechanism relies on a change in the electrical
properties of CP films following interaction with analytes.

3.1. Chemically functionalized CPs for smart cellular interfaces
The commonly adopted routes to (bio)functionalize CP films are based on 1) the
electropolymerization of EDOT derivatives containing a biofunctional unit and 2) the postpolymerization reaction between the reactive group of a CP film and a biofunctional unit. Although
electropolymerization is a versatile and easy method for the rapid deposition of a conducting
polymer film, the target substrates are mostly planar metallic surfaces.[55] This route might thus
present a limitation for the widespread adaptation of biofunctionalized conducting polymers in
different types of transducers. Addressing this drawback, a few other studies have developed
organic or water-soluble polymers, where the functional groups are attached directly to the
semiconducting polymer along the backbone as graft units, which we will review below.[25]

One early example of functional electropolymerized conducting polymer films was based on the
carboxylic-acid substituted EDOT monomer (EDOT-acid). EDOT-acid was used to create
EDOT/EDOT-acid copolymers with systematic variations in surface wetting properties, which
then affected the adhesion of cells.[125, 126] Other studies used electro copolymerization to combine
two types of surface functionalities in one film. For instance, Lin et al. electropolymerized a
PEDOT-based copolymer that consisted of a zwitterionic phosphorylcholine‐grafted EDOT to
provide resistance against the nonspecific binding of cells/proteins, and a hydroquinone (HQ)‐
grafted EDOT as a redox switch that controlled the interactions with cells through the linked
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peptides (Figure 7A-i).[127] The HQ units of the copolymer had a pH‐dependent redox-activity that
also allowed for linking an aminooxy‐functionalized RGD peptide on the surface through oxime
ligation. In an oxidized state and at low pH, the RGD units enabled the adhesion of mouse
fibroblasts on the polymer surface whereas without the RGD units, the phosphorylcholine units
prevented the adhesion of proteins or cells, most likely because of the highly hydrophilic yet net‐
neutral charge of the zwitterionic groups. Upon biasing the film with reduction potentials at neutral
pH, the HQ units underwent an electrochemical reaction that cleaved the bonds between the RGD
and the film surface. The net result was the release of the adhered cells (Figure 7A-i). Thus, while
the conducting polymer film prevented nonspecific binding of proteins in the cell medium, the
film attracted the target cells through its surface-bound groups and released them on demand when
stimulated by an applied voltage. The anti-fouling character of the polymer was maintained as long
as the feed ratio of the EDOT-HQ was below 15% of total monomer weight (Figure 7A, ii). The
copolymer could also electrically simulate neuron-like cells, improving neurite outgrowth (Figure 7A,
iii).

Another work combined the phosphorylcholine-grafted EDOT with a maleimide (MI)-functionalized
EDOT which covalently conjugated to an integrin-recognized peptide sequence (Figure 7B, i).[128]
The copolymer films remained resistant to fibroblast cells while binding only to the neuron-like
target cells with the number of adherent cells scaling rapidly with EDOT-MI content of the
copolymer (Figure 7B, ii). Such anti-fouling property is attractive for in vivo applications because
low inflammatory response towards the conducting polymer films is expected to improve longterm performance of the implanted probes. The copolymer film also had low impedance despite
the conjugation with the peptide, which allowed for electrical stimulation of the neurons cultured,
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increasing median neurite length and secretion of nerve growth factor (Figure 7B, iii-v). Overall, the
ability to engineer CP backbone led to an electronic film which prevents nonspecific enzyme/cell
binding, recognizes target cells specifically and allows intimate bioelectrical communication over
long periods alongside low electrical impedance for effective stimulation. For other electronic
materials (i.e., metals, metal oxides), this type of biochemical functionalization is rather
challenging if not impossible, hence surfaces are typically coated with proteins/self-assembled
monolayers bringing desired functionalities. Note that such coatings typically increase the
electrode impedance and their patterning is not straightforward.

The second common route to (bio)functionalize CP films takes place after polymerization, i.e.,
once the film has been deposited onto the solid substrate. Povlich et al. used this method to create
PEDOT films functionalized with a peptide that contained a sequence of the extracellular matrix protein
fibronectin, which is known to promote cell adhesion to substrates.[129] The peptide was covalently
linked to the film after electropolymerization through the reactive PEDOT-carboxylic acid units, which
improved neuron adhesion but reduced the charge capacity. The dialkene side groups of poly(3,4propylenedioxythiophene) (ProDOT) monomers made it also possible to perform “click” reactions
when the electropolymerized films were exposed to alkyl, PEG, or ferrocene moieties with terminal
thiols.[130]

While these examples showcase the power of CP chemistry to combine multiple functionalities in
one film, the range of applications broaden when using different types of backbones. Backbones
other than the commonly used EDOT allow for the use of a wider selection of processing methods
(beyond electropolymerization), which result in different device architectures. For instance,
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surface hydrophilicity of an electron-transporting backbone can be modulated in amphiphilic
copolymer films based on the n-type naphthalene 1,4,5,8 tetracarboxylic diimide bithiophene
(NDI-T2) backbone by varying the content of ethylene glycol (EG) functionalized monomer in the
composition (Figure 7C, i). [131] In this n-type series, the alkyl side chain is gradually exchanged
for an ethylene glycol (EG)-based side chain. As the EG content increases in the copolymer, the
surface energy of the films decreases (Figure 7C, ii), which, in turn, was shown to affect the
interactions with liposomes (Figure 7C, iii).[131] EG units also enable the use of these materials in
accumulation-mode OECTs,[132] with several advantages for biosensing.[44, 75, 133, 134] Improved
lipid-polymer interactions are needed to promote the fusion of vesicles into a lipid bilayer, [135]
which could allow to electrically monitor the functionality of the integrated cation transporting
proteins.[136] Nevertheless, incorporation of such functional groups during synthesis can be
cumbersome, and does not guarantee that these groups are oriented at the surface as intended. For
instance, in amphiphilic NDI-T2 derivatives, the film processing governed the surface properties
of the films. The films that were spun cast had considerably more EG moieties exposed at the
surface compared to drop-cast films (Figure 7C, iv).[131] In another study, lysine side chains were
covalently attached to the p-type conjugated diketopyrrolopyrrole-terthiophene (DPP3T)
backbone (Figure 7C, v).

[137]

The lysinated DPP3T film had positive surface charges, thus

improving its hydrophilicity, which promoted the adhesion and growth of neural cells that
normally require adhesion promoter protein layers such as poly-L-lysine (Figure 7C, v).[137]
However while lysine addition improved the ion uptake, it also lowered the field effect hole
mobility of DPP3T, which requires further optimization for use of such CPs in bioelectronic
devices.
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Figure 7. Multifunctional conjugated polymers for an enhanced biotic interface. (A) A PEDOT
based copolymer film is developed to control cell adhesion and apply electrical stimulation. Top:
polymer operation scheme, bottom: images of controlled attachment and release of NIH3T3 cells
(mouse embryo fibroblasts) on functional PEDOT film (left) and nonspecific cell adhesion on
poly(EDOT-OH) film (right) (scale bar: 100 m). The copolymer comprises an EDOT monomer
functionalized with hydroquinone (HQ) that is reversibly oxidized/reduced to benzoquinone (BQ), and
another EDOT monomer functionalized with phosphorylcholine (PC). This surface is not favored by
cells (process (1), image b). The BQ units of the oxidized film reacts with RGD peptide (ligand) via
oxime ligation, rendering the film surface suitable for cell adhesion (process (2), image c). The peptide-
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polymer linkage can then be cleaved by electrochemical reduction, thus detaching the cells on the
reduced surface (process (3), image d). The platform can then be electrochemically reversed - process
(4). (i) Density of NIH3T3 cells cultured on the copolymer film prepared with various monomer feed
ratios and microscope images of two selected compositions (scale bar: 100 m). (ii) The platform
electrically stimulates PC12 cells, leading to an overall increased neurite length (iii). Adapted with
permission from [127]. Copyright 2018, Wiley‐VCH.; (B) A copolymer consisting of two PEDOT units
containing PC or maleimide (MI) units. The latter is used for grafting peptides (i). CSSSSIKVAV
peptide grafted to the copolymer side chains enables specific attachment of PC12 cells while repelling
NIH3T3 (ii). Under electrical stimulation at 60 mV, PC12 cells grown on the copolymer display
increased neurite length (iii and iv) while Schwann cells (cells that support neurons in the peripheral
nervous system) produce more nerve growth factor NGF (v). Adapted with permission from

[128].

Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group; (C) The n-type (co)polymers with different comonomer feed
ratios where the monomers are NDI-T2 with alkyl or EG side chains (i). As the copolymer contains
more of the glycolated monomer, the contact angle decreases with a concomitant increase in work of
adhesion (ii) Fluorescent zwitterionic lipids (distinguished as bright features in the images) adhere to
the surface with distinct distribution patterns that depend on the EG content of the polymer: individual
islands (P-10, 10% of glycolated monomer in the copolymer), networks (P-50, 50% of glycolated
monomer in the copolymer) and connected islands (P-90, 90% of glycolated monomer in the copolymer
(scale bar: 50 m) (iii). Drop-casted P-50 film has a different chemical composition at its surface
compared to the spin cast one, revealed by XPS (iv). Adapted with permission from [131]. Copyright
2018, American Chemical Society. Lysine units incorporated into the side chains of a
diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) improves adhesion and growth of cortical neurons with a behavior
comparable to PDL coated glass slide (v). Adapted with permission from

[137].

Copyright 2018,
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American Chemical Society; (D) Zwitterionic CB side-chains and acetic acid chains are incorporated
to a polythiophene backbone to form a poly(CB thiophene-co-thiophene-3-acetic acid) – PCBTh-coThMAA. The copolymer is further crosslinked to form a conducting hydrogel. (i). Functionalization of
the conducting hydrogel with the cell adhesion peptide RGD (PCBTh-co-ThRGD) enables specific
interactions with bovine aorta endothelial cells (BAECs) while PCBTh-co-ThMAA inhibits their
adhesion. Tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) is used as positive fouling control surface (ii). Adapted
from

[138]

under the terms of a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Copyright

2015, Royal Society of Chemistry.

In addition to these conventional thin film forms, some monomers enable the formation of 3D
conducting hydrogels, which are more physiologically relevant substrates for cell culture
compared to 2D films. Thanks to the functional units the monomers carry, the hydrogels can also
regulate cell attachment. For instance, Cao et al. introduced zwitterionic carboxybetaine (CB) units
to the side chains of a thiophene monomer to achieve a reduced nonspecific protein adsorption/cell
attachment alongside high electrical conductivity (Figure 7D, i).[138] This CB bearing monomer was
then copolymerized with thiophene-3-acetic acid which was modified with methacrylamide to generate
a crosslinkable network. The resulting conducting gel had antifouling properties and conductivity, as
well as a reactive group at one end of the thiophene-3-acetic acid component. The latter could
conjugate to cell adhesion molecules and as such allowed controlled extent of interactions with target
cells (Figure 7D, ii).

3.2. Chemically functionalized CPs for biosensing
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Besides modulating cell-electronic substrate behavior, synthetic approaches have provided routes
to endow polymers with biochemical molecules that exclusively complex with their target
analytes. These recognition units are typically naturally abundant, such as enzymes that encompass
electron transfer events, and antibodies or nucleic acids with specific binding pockets or sequences.
The biofunctionalization of inorganic materials typically leads to losses of bioactivity due to
changes in orientation and the preservation of structure/function of the bio-units. For polymers,
this becomes less of a concern since methods of biofunctionalization are more compatible with
fragile biomolecules. The operation mechanism of the sensors and the required properties of the
CP film depend on the nature of the analyte-recognition unit interactions. For instance,
reduction/oxidation (redox) processes occurring during enzyme-substrate complexation can
give/take electrons to/from the electronic material. Alternatively, the byproducts of this reaction
can be catalyzed by the CP film. Both of these events lead to a change in the conductivity of the
CP film. However, for the film to be sensitive to the enzyme/analyte reaction, there are several
requirements. Firstly, the reaction should take place in the vicinity of the polymer, which
necessitates intimate polymer/enzyme interactions. The byproducts should diffuse towards the
backbone, which requires a porous film with a large surface area. The polymer should have a redox
potential window that matches that of the enzymatic reaction or the byproducts. If the signal is
conveyed with a transistor comprising the CP film in the channel, the film should have high
electronic mobility. On the other hand, to translate non-Faradic binding events (e.g., antibodyantigen), into an electronic output, the orientation of the recognition unit and surface polarity of
the CP underneath is crucial. CPs tailored with respect to charge transport characteristics, surface
physiochemical properties, and energy levels can fulfill these requirements and mediate signals
from biorecognition events, as we will review below.
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Organic bioelectronic sensors that utilize antibodies were first reported in the 2000s. These sensors
incorporated conducting polymers such as PANI, PPy and PEDOT coated on a metal electrode for
the detection of renal disease, luteinizing hormone, and anti-immunoglobulin G.[139-141] Lillie et al.
for instance used electrochemical impedance spectroscopy to study the effect of affinity binding
on the electrical properties of electropolymerized PPy.[141] Protein (avidin) and antibody (for
luteinising hormone – LH) were entrapped in the film during its electropolymerization and upon
exposure to their corresponding analytes, a change in the phase angle was detected, suggesting an
alteration in the polymer chain conformation. Biotinylated EDOT that was electropolymerized on
a Pt disk microelectrode showed CV characteristics that are dependent on the content of avidin
bound to biotin units.[142] Aydin et al. reported a poly(3-thiophene malonic acid) derivative with
carboxylic acid groups for the detection of interleukin 1b (IL-1β), a protein involved in human
immune response (Figure 8A).[143] The carboxylic acid groups of the polymer reacted with both
the hydroxyl surface functionalities of a treated ITO substrate and with the amino groups at the
end of anti-IL-1β antibodies, forming a self-assembled polymeric monolayer on top of ITO that
immobilized the antibody. As more IL-1β proteins were bound to the antibodies on the surface,
they generated a barrier for electron transfer at the electrolyte/film interface, increasing the
impedance of the polymer film (Figure 8A, ii). They achieved this selective detection of the protein
in human serum and saliva, with a detection limit two orders of magnitude lower than ITO alone.
The devices could be re-used three times with ca. 20% loss in performance as the protein was
detached from the surface (Figure 8A, iii). Functionalized monomers can be used to capture
smaller analytes, such as alkali‐metal ions, that are less trivial to detect. Two types of crown-ether
functionalized EDOT monomers were synthesized and electropolymerized on the microscale gate
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electrodes of OECTs (Figure 8B, i).[144] The ring-size of the crown-ether unit determines which
cation, sodium (Na+) or potassium (K+), will be captured in the measurement solution. Each metal
cation that complexes with a corresponding crown ether unit in the bulk of the porous conducting
polymer film electrochemically reduces the film at the gate electrode (Figure 8B, ii). These binding
events are then translated, in real-time, into large changes in the PEDOT:PSS-based channel
current (Figure 8B, iii). Two gate electrodes functionalized with these polymers in one chip enable
simultaneous detection of the two metal cations in complex human serum.

In these examples that we have outlined, there is either a change in the backbone conformation, or
a change in the capacitance properties of the film following complexation with the target molecule.
The latter change can be induced by large insulating proteins binding to the recognition units
located at the film surface, or through a direct change in the volumetric dopant/dedopant
concentration in the polymer, as in the case of cation sensing described above. Overall, the binding
event does not involve a chemical reaction that generates electronic charges or reactive chemical
species. These binding events are best amplified in transistor circuitries when they happen at the
gate electrode as the gate is capacitively coupled to the channel.[145] In the case of catalytic
enzymes interacting with their substrates, however, electrochemical signals are generated. For
instance, during the interaction of glucose oxidase (GOx) with glucose, GOx is electrochemically
reduced and then regenerated by ambient oxygen (O 2), generating hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) as a
byproduct. To anchor the enzyme on the CP surface, Azak et al. synthesized a poly(dithieno(3,2b:2′,3′-d)pyrrole (PDTP) derivative monomer with an alkoxyamine group. They immobilized GOx
via covalent bonding to the amine groups of the electropolymerized PDTP film, assisted by
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glutaraldehyde crosslinking.[146] High oxidation potentials were required to catalyze H2O2 and
observe a current response that scaled with the glucose content of the solution. As we showed for
drug delivery systems, enzymes can also be incorporated into the structure via physical entrapping
during electropolymerization. When the monomer contains reactive groups (such as -OH units),
the stability of the sensors is improved by the enhanced interactions with the enzyme.[55] When the
enzyme is buried inside the film, it is important that the film is porous enough to allow for the
diffusion of the metabolite.

In most of these metabolite sensors, the polymer film interacts and detects H2O2. The desired
interactions should be established with the redox center of the enzyme to harness the electrons
generated immediately after the reaction before they are consumed by O 2. Such a sensor would
thus be liberated from O2 dependence and bypass H2O2 catalysis, identified with a faster and more
selective detection. Direct electrical communication of the polymer with the enzyme is possible if
the CP can electronically wire the enzyme. In recent studies, we have described the metabolite
sensing performance of such a CP, which was a statistical copolymer film containing 90%
glycolated NDI-T2 units and 10% alkylated NDI-T2 units (Figure 8C-i).[44] Just as they allowed
for interactions with lipid vesicles,[131] the EG units on the film surface also facilitated the
immobilization of catalytic enzymes, GOx[44] or lactate oxidase[133], evidenced by QMC-D studies.
As described in Section 1, EG side-chain functionalization enhanced ion transport, rendering the
polymer an effective channel material for accumulation mode OECTs with threshold voltages
below 0.25 V.[132] As lactate or glucose reacted with the enzyme (LOx or GOx), the electron
density in the film increased, presumably due to the transfer of electrons generated in this reaction.
[44, 133]

In-situ spectro-electrochemistry and Raman spectroscopy of the polymer/enzyme system
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revealed the electronic interactions of the two entities, resulting in electrochemical-like doping of
the semiconductor materials upon enzymatic reaction (Figure 8C, ii).[44] The CV curves of the
films showed similar changes to glucose in air-depleted environment and no response to H2O2
below a critical concentration. By operating the sensor as an OECT (Figure 8C, i, both current and
channel are made of P-90/enzyme), we showed the channel-current scaling with the metabolite
content of the electrolyte which led to the development of high-performance, micrometer-sized
metabolite sensors (Figure 8C, iii).
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Figure 8. Functionalization of conjugated polymers for bio(chemical)sensing. (A) An
impedimetric biosensor, based on poly(2-thiophene-3-yl-malonic acid) – P3-TMA, is developed
for the detection of Interleukin 1b (IL-1b), a protein that plays an important role in the body
immune response. The P3-TMA polymer is immobilized on an ITO electrode after a
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peroxide/ammonia treatment IL-1b antibodies are then immobilized on the polymer surface via
EDC/NHS chemistry, followed by bovine serum albumin BSA deposition to prevent non-specific
adsorption (i). When the IL-1b is present in the media, they specifically bind to the IL-1b
antibodies on the surface of the polymer. This blocks the surface to ions, thus increasing the overall
charge transfer resistance (ii). The sensor can be re-used by following a regeneration procedure
and preserves 50% of its response after 8 weeks (iii). Adapted with permission from [143]. Copyright
2018, Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.; (B) EDOT crown-ether derivatives are
electropolymerized on a flexible electrode or on the gate of an OECT (i). The target cation is
captured by the crown ring, leading to an increase in the reduction current (ii). OECT cation sensor
response to various concentrations of sodium and potassium in human serum (iii). Adapted with
permission from [144]. Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH; (C) An NDI-T2 based copolymer, P-90, has
electrical contact with glucose oxidase drop cast on top of its film. The polymer is coated on the
microscale gate and channel of OECTs (i). Raman spectra of the polymer upon electrochemical
doping and upon enzymatic reaction (ii). The current of the accumulation mode OECT channel
increases with glucose content of the electrolyte. (iii). Adapted with permission from

[44].

Copyright 2019, Nature Publishing Group.

As observed in these examples (which represent only a small fraction of the total examples in this
field of research), CPs offer a combination of electronic conductivity with biochemical
functionality. We refer readers to two recent reviews on this topic that describe several other
chemical compositions for biosensing applications,[30, 147] and also to a progress report on the
fundamentals of electronic biochemical sensors.[29] A major concern when developing CPs for
biochemical sensing is the loss of film conductivity. Such degradation in electronic properties can
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be avoided through careful design of the backbone, perhaps by increasing its rigidity and
controlling the energy levels. Click reactions promise for keeping the backbone protected from the
reactions made to anchor recognition units to the film surface. Sufficient interactions with the
substrate and backbone energetics are also important to ensure the mechanical and operational
stability of the materials in cell culture media, or in the solution that contains the target analyte to
be detected, respectively. Polymer films under biasing conditions in electrolytes may release toxic
compounds, the effects of which should not be overlooked. Overall, the use of CPs in high
transconductance devices like OECTs gives them the potential to surpass existing sensor
technologies.[148] Further development of CPs with other programmable and on-demand
“responsive” properties, such as thermal sensitivity, and magnetic or optical response to diverse
stimuli, will increase the functional complexity of bio/CP interfaces and bring forth new types of
bioelectronic devices.[149]

4. Catalytic Activity, Photo-activity, and Mixed Conduction for Powering Bioelectronic
Devices
The development of wearable and implantable bioelectronic devices for point of care diagnostics
or therapy has been rapidly progressing over recent years. Those that have reached maturity
became indispensable medical tools, contributing significantly to the quality of life of many
patients. However, all these devices require a reliable, uninterrupted, and long-lasting power
source to function. This is especially important for implantable devices because the replacement
of an exhausted power source implanted alongside the actual device might require invasive surgery
even when the sensor or actuator is still functional. Batteries and supercapacitors are promising
technologies to store electrochemical energy and deliver the stored energy on-demand. However,
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current power sources are still relatively bulky and heavy, and mostly contain toxic materials.
Besides, most of their components are not compatible with microfabrication. There is now a
growing drive for the miniaturization of power sources for portable or implantable electronic
devices, which are required to be increasingly functional and imperceptible at the same time. Thus,
next-generation bioelectronic devices should ideally have integrated, miniaturized, and efficient
power sources to eliminate the need for an external power supply and bulky wires. An important
consideration for these power sources is the type of fuel they use and how this fuel is generated.
A desirable scenario involves devices generating these fuels from biologically relevant, green
sources and their operation at the interface with electrolytes, or even in the same biological medium
with the bioelectronic device to which they are integrated.

Solar energy is one such green energy source. Solar energy can be stored in the form of chemical
energy, as photo-activated reactions can produce cheap, clean and environmentally friendly
compounds such as hydrogen (H2) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).[150] Using electrical voltage,
similar fuels can be generated from water itself. Another source is the human body which can
provide renewable fuel for power generation. For example, the oxidation of metabolites in a cell
releases chemical energy that fuels cellular activity.[151, 152] Metabolites such as glucose or lactate
are endogenous substances that are readily available in the body and are renewed continuously by
metabolism, representing an ideal fuel. Electrocatalysis of these biologically abundant species can
be used to build enzymatic fuel cells (EFCs), which can also serve as self-powered sensors.

CPs are now gaining attention in such water compatible, energy-related applications because of
their catalytic activity, photoactive nature, and mixed transport properties. Besides these key
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properties, their tunable band-gap, resistance to photobleaching, adjustable redox sites and
potentials, good electrochemical reversibility, hydrophilicity, biocompatibility (or low toxicity),
processability, and their soft nature allowing for interactions with enzymes/biological compounds
have been leveraged to build state-of-the-art power sources. We identify three avenues for CPs in
water compatible, powering devices that can be integrated with organic bioelectronic devices : 1)
CPs can generate fuels from water (activated by light or voltage), that can then be stored and used
in a fuel cell; 2) they can effectively store electronic charges at the film/electrolyte interface; 3)
when combined with catalytic enzymes, they can convert the energy of bio-derived fuels to
electrical power themselves (e.g., EFCs). As we envisage to see advances happening in this area
in the new decade, we will discuss the potential of CPs to act as reaction catalysts in aqueous
electrolytes as well as their applicability in charge storage and conversion devices. The similarities
between the operation principles of these CP based power sources at the interface with electrolytes
and CP bioelectronic devices are rather striking, as we will highlight in each sub-section. We will
review the operation principles of some of these CP-based power devices that have the potential
to be integrated with organic bioelectronic devices.

4.1. Fuel generation from an aqueous medium via photo or electrocatalysis
H2 is considered to be a promising and environmentally friendly energy source with the potential
to replace fossil fuels because its gravimetric energy density is three times larger than gasoline,
and its combustion byproduct is water.[153] Photoelectrochemical cells convert solar energy into
H2 fuel by splitting water, where photocathodes and photoanodes carry out the H2 evolution
reaction (HER) and the O2 evolution reaction (OER), respectively.[154] Upon light irradiation, CPs
harvest photons that, with the appropriate energy (i.e., larger than their bandgap), can generate
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excitons (electron-hole pair) in the polymer bulk. Whereas most inorganic photocatalysts have a
bandgap wider than 3.2 eV, and therefore are only sensitive to UV light (< 400 nm), CPs have a
bandgap that is tunable via their chemical structure, enabling some of them to absorb visible light
(400-800 nm). These photogenerated excitons may then be separated into two distinct charges.
The ability to separate the exciton depends on the energy levels of the polymer, whether or not
there is a strong built-in potential in the system, and the sacrificial agents that accept one of these
generated carriers. The separated charges can then migrate to the polymer surface. So far, the
process we have described is similar to that of the photostimulation device architectures discussed
in Section 2.2. In photocatalytic devices, the photogenerated charge carriers drive oxidation and
reduction reactions at the electrolyte/polymer interface (i.e., proton reduction and water oxidation
half-reactions), which split water to generate fuels like H 2, O2, or H2O2. Typically, the organic
photocatalyst is responsible to carry one of these reactions (mostly with the aid of a metal
cocatalyst that can lower the overpotential or activation energy for the reaction), [155] while a second
species (sacrificial agents) may be required to carry the other half-reaction. The use of CPs as
catalysts at the electrolyte interface has mostly involved H 2 evolution. In the case of O2 evolution,
nitrogen-rich CPs, based on covalent triazine frameworks, are the most represented class of organic
materials.[155] However, examples of CPs used for overall water splitting remain scarce, limited
mainly to carbon nitride materials.[156, 157] This is due to the nature of the OER, where water is
oxidized to O2 via a four-electron process, a reaction difficult to catalyze due to slow kinetics and
high overpotentials.[158]

The use of CPs for H2 evolution can be dated back to 1985 when Yanagida et al. employed poly(pphenylene) (PPP) to produce H2 with a H2 production rate of 207.5 M/h.g under broad spectrum
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illumination (> 290 nm).[159] Sprick et al. achieved a breakthrough by integrating planarized units
(fluorene, carbazole, dibenzo[b,d]thiophene or dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone) to the PPP
backbone to tune the bandgap (varying from 2.7 to 2.86 eV instead of 2.9 eV), thus improving the
charge transport and dissociation (in conjunction with triethanolamine units that acted as a
sacrificial electron donor).[160] The best performing polymer, dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone
polymer, yields a similar H2 production rate to TiO2 (a well-known inorganic catalyst) under UV
illumination, and a H2 production rate 46 times higher than pristine PPP, with an apparent quantum
yield of 2.3 % at 420 nm, a wavelength where TiO2 is inactive. For H2 evolution by polymer
photocatalysts, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the polymer must be more
negative than the reduction potential of the H+/H2 redox couple situated at 0 V vs. the normal
hydrogen electrode – NHE, pH = 0 (-4.4 eV), while the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) must be more positive than the oxidation potential of the O2/H2O redox couple, situated
at 1.23 V vs. NHE, pH = 0 (-5.63 eV).[155, 161, 162] Common strategies to improve photocatalytic
performance typically aim 1) to match the HOMO-LUMO to the thermodynamic requirements of
the water redox reactions (driving forces for charge transfer), 2) to improve intermolecular packing
and charge transport by enhancing the coplanarity of the polymer [163] or increasing the conjugation
degree[164] , and 3) to increase the charge density in the system by introducing electron-rich units
via copolymerization or blending donor and acceptor type polymers.[165] The work of Sachs et al.
showed that these properties are however not adequate to enhance the activity alone, but
hydrophilicity of the polymer is crucial to favor electron transfer to protons.[166] Introducing
hydrophilic units increased polaron yields thanks to the organization of water around the polymer,
whose polarity accelerated the electron transfer step.[166, 167] Overall, the thermodynamic potentials
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for the redox reactions, the local environment and the driving forces for individual charge transfer
steps are key factors to take into consideration when designing CPs for photocatalysts.

Only tuning the chemical structure is not guaranteed to make polymers efficient photocatalysts,
the morphology (e.g., porosity and shape) and size of the catalysts are very critical as they
determine the amount of polymer surface in contact with the reaction mixture, as well as the
distance for the charge migrating to the edges of the catalyst. Aitchison et al. showed that CP
nanoparticles (NPs of dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone with an average size of 160 nm) prepared via
mini-emulsion polymerization display two to three times higher H2 evolution rates than their bulk
analogs under visible light.[168] Wang et al. prepared smaller sized NPs based on poly[9,9’dioctylfluoroenyl-2,7-dyil)-co-(1,4-benzo-[2,1’,3]thiadiazole)] (PFBT) leading to an H2 evolution
rate five orders of magnitude higher than pristine PFBT under the same conditions.[169] To improve
the charge separation efficiency, Kosco et al., designed donor-acceptor type CP NPs comprising
(poly([2, 6’-4, 8-di(5-ethylhexylthienyl) benzo[1, 2-b:3, 3-b]dithiophene] (3-fluoro-2[(2ethylhexyl)carbonyl] thieno[3,4-b] thiophenediyl (PTB7-Th) as the polymer donor and an organic
small molecule as the electron acceptor (Figure 9A, i-ii).[42] By optimizing the surfactant used
during the mini-emulsion polymerization, the NP morphology (with a size of 50-80 nm) was
changed from a core-shell type structure (donor shell around an acceptor core) to a more mixed
architecture with the co-presence of donor and acceptor components at the surface of the NPs
(Figure 9A, iii). This distribution of the donor/acceptor photocatalysts (alongside the Pt co-catalyst
to facilitate electron transfer) increased H2 evolution dramatically and enabled a high H2 evolution
rate of 64 mM/h.g under visible light (Figure 9A, iv). Hence, compared to NPs formed from a
single CP, this architecture improved the efficiency of solar to chemical energy conversion.
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The scalability of these proposed photocatalysts represents a limitation, as most reported examples
consist of suspended systems that must be continuously stirred due to insolubility issues and to
prevent photocatalyst sedimentation, detrimental to photocatalytic activity. [170] This insolubility
makes it also challenging to further process CPs. Attaching hydrophilic side chains to CP
backbones has been suggested as a strategy to improve their solubility in water. [171] Hu et al.
synthesized conjugated backbones comprising a difluorobenzothiadiazole unit alongside a
benzodithiophene unit functionalized with oligo ethylene glycol (OEG) side chains to boost
photocatalytic performance.[167] The side chains improved the surface wettability with water,
adsorbed protons and lowered the flat band potential, while interacting efficiently with Pt cocatalyst.[172] The side chain engineering led to a dramatic 90-fold increase in the H2 evolution rate
compared to the alkyl analogue of the same backbone.

Solution processing of a photocatalyst is highly attractive to build solid-state photocatalytic
devices and their integration with bioelectronics, but it is challenging to achieve with the insoluble
and suspended catalysts reviewed above. Examples of organic thin films for photocatalysis of H 2
are still scarce. Woods et al. reported the first example of photocatalytic H 2 evolution from water
using a solution-processed CP film.[173] The authors introduced branched or linear alkyl side chains
to a poly([9H-carbazole-2,7-dyil]-1,4-phenylene) to produce solution-processable photocatalytic
polymers (Figure 9B, i). Thin films of the branched version of the CP (P8-s) drop casted from a
chloroform solution on a mesoporous SnO2 substrate resulted in the evolution of 0.66 µmol of H2
after 5 h (Figure 9B, ii). This was a slightly lower H2 evolution rate of 450 M/h.g, compared to
that of the polymer powder, i.e., 860 /h.g. Here, the residual palladium content was found to
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be 0.025% for the soluble polymer, compared to 0.5% for the insoluble catalyst, acting as a cocatalyst of HER.[174]

Another reaction at the polymer/water interface is the O 2 reduction reaction (ORR) which involves
the production of H2O2, governed by the free charge carriers generated either by light or voltage.
H2O2 fuel cells have efficiency on par with H2 fuel cells, in addition to H2O2 being easier to store
and handle.[175] Moreover, H2O2 is a versatile molecule, finding applications as a green oxidant in
material processing, agriculture, and water treatment.[176, 177] Thus, the direct synthesis of H2O2
from O2 reduction is desirable as it produces no waste or harmful products and is energy efficient.
Unfortunately, the list of materials able to undergo such catalytic process at neutral pH or slightly
acidic conditions is limited.[178] Bornoz et al. used a film of an n-type ladder polymer
(poly[benzimidazobenzophenanthroline] – BBL) as the photoanode of a photoelectrochemical cell
to synthesize H2O2 from solar water oxidation, combined with a sacrificial hole acceptor.[179] The
authors found that the photo-oxidation efficiency of water was morphology and pH dependent,
where the rougher and more porous BBL film (prepared by spray coating) exhibited a 6.5 times
higher photocurrent compared to a smoother film (prepared by dip-coating) recorded upon
illumination at neutral pH. The authors suggested that the product of water oxidation was not
molecular O2 but rather H2O2, later reduced at the cathode by producing hydroxyl radical, which
could be used to degrade organic pollutants in waste-water.[180]

In addition to light-driven catalytic reactions, electrocatalysis has also been explored as a
promising route for the production of H2O2 from water. The swelling properties of CPs allow these
materials to form a vast 3D network that is permeable to ions and molecules, which, along with
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their conduction properties, render them as an ideal matrix for 3D heterogeneous
electrocatalysis.[181] While metal catalysts have been shown to achieve high Faraday yield for
H2O2 production, they have also been shown to further reduce the newly formed H2O2 to water,
thus representing a major loss mechanism.[182] The desire for a reliable and scalable heterogeneous
system for direct O2 reduction to H2O2 led Glowacki and co-workers to investigate the ORR
capability of EDOT based polymers.[183] After showing that O2 effectively dopes reduced PEDOT
chains,[184] supported by computational studies of Singh et al,[185] the team investigated the
electrochemical kinetics of ORR on three PEDOT:PSS derivatives: electropolymerized PEDOT,
chemically polymerized PEDOT, and a commercially available, as prepared PEDOT film. [183]
They showed that the reduction of O2 proceeds on PEDOT electrodes following the formation of
an intermediate state after chemisorption of OOH species on the backbone, whose further
reduction to H2O2 is more thermodynamically favorable than reduction to water (Figure 9C, i-ii).
Despite very different micro-structures, all the studied PEDOT films had a similar initial
performance for H2O2 production, but delamination of the electropolymerized PEDOT and the
competitive pathway in the chemically polymerized PEDOT prevented them from being efficient
catalysts. The commercial formulation, however, stably produced H2O2 with a high Faraday
efficiency at pH 2, 7, and 12 (Figure 9C, iii). Furthermore, PEDOT has also been shown to be a
versatile catalyst for the exploitation of H2O2 as it catalyzed the oxidation of H2O2 to water (in the
absence of a co-catalyst) when integrated as the cathode in a fuel cell configuration to produce
energy (Figure 9C, iv).[186]

While these studies show us the potential of CP films as catalysts,[187] it also reminds us that the
catalytic activity of CPs at film/electrolyte interface should be carefully considered when using
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them in bioelectronic devices. For instance, besides being a fuel, H2O2 is also a compound that has
been proven to be harmful to cells,[188, 189] and it can as well cause degradation of electronic
materials sharing the same compartment.[190] If the polymer film performs such Faradaic reactions
and produces H2O2 when exposed to light or under biasing, these desired design features can
rapidly turn into a major drawback.

4.2. Electrochemical charge storage
An ideal energy storage device should have high energy and power density and should recharge
quickly with long cyclability.[191] Although batteries can store a large amount of energy relative to
their small volume, i.e., they have high energy density, they are usually limited by their charging
kinetics, where unregulated and fast charging can lead to overheating and breakdown of the
materials.[192] In contrast, capacitors and supercapacitors can typically be charged/discharged at a
higher rate and possess a longer lifetime, even though they have a lower energy density.
Volumetric and reversible coupling between ionic and electronic charges is the key property of
CPs to exploit when building electrochemical charge storage devices.[193] A typical architecture of
an electrochemical polymeric capacitor comprises two CP-based electrodes, an anode and a
cathode, that undergo fast redox reactions and/or generation of ion/electron pairs within a
controlled potential window while immersed in an electrolyte.[192] During charging and
discharging of the capacitor, ions penetrate the semiconductor bulk and charges are added to
compensate for the entering ions while the same reaction but with reverse polarity takes place at
the other electrode. Hence, the mixed conduction properties of the electrode materials here dictate
the charge storage capacity of the device.
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Figure 9. Conjugated polymers for fuel generation and charge storage in aqueous
electrolytes. (A) Donor (PTB7-Th)-acceptor (EH-IDTBR) based NPs for H2 evolution (i). The
materials have suitable energy levels to drive the reduction of H+/H2. The oxidation of ascorbic
acid to dehydroascorbic acid (DHA/AA) represents here the task of sacrificial hole scavenger.
Upon light irradiation, an electron-hole pair is generated, where the electrons are used for the
reduction of protons to H2 (schematic) (ii). Using SDS as the surfactant leads to a core (acceptor)shell (donor) architecture (iii, left) while using TEBS results in an intermix-blend architecture (iii,
right). The intermix-blend architecture leads to an increased HER rate compared to other HER
materials (iv). Adapted with permission from [42]. Copyright 2020, Nature Publishing Group; (B)
A poly([9H-carbazole-2,7-dyil]-1,4-phenylene) – P4 is modified with branched (P8) or linear (P9)
alkyl side-chains (i). The soluble fractions of P8 and P9 (noted with “s”) are used to make solutions
which can then be cast as thin-films (i, the photograph presents P8-s as a powder, cast as a film
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and dissolved in chloroform). The H2 evolution for P8-s film cast on a SnO2-coated slide
demonstrates much higher values than that measured in the solution containing delaminated
polymer following its removal from the substrate (>295 nm) (ii). Adapted from

[173]

under the

terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. Copyright 2017, Wiley‐
VCH; (C) PEDOT catalyzes the reduction of O2 to H2O2 (i) via the formation of an intermediate
state after adsorption of OOH (ii). The 2-electron pathway leading to the formation of H 2O2 is
thermodynamically more favorable than the direct 4-electron reduction to water (ii).
Electrosynthesis of H2O2 with three different PEDOT:PSS films (electropolymerized ePEDOT,
chemically polymerized cPEDOT and commercial PEDOT foil) at different pH observed for 24
hours (iii). Adapted with permission from

[183].

Copyright 2018, Wiley‐VCH. The PEDOT:PSS

foil is used as the cathode of a H2O2 fuel cell (0.05 M HCl and 0.1 M H2O2), reducing H2O2 to
water. The bottom graph plots the characteristics of this fuel cell (iv). Adapted from [186] under the
terms of a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence. Copyright 2018, Royal Society
of Chemistry; (D) An asymmetric aqueous (de-oxygenated 0.4 M Na2SO4 electrolyte)
supercapacitor using the n-type polymer BBL at the anode and the p-type polymer p(g42T-T) at
the cathode. The cyclic voltammograms of BBL and p(g42T-T) (i). The resulting supercapacitor
shows stable and high coulombic efficiency (ii), areal capacitance and an equivalent series
resistance ESR (iii) over 10 000 cycles. Areal capacitance of the capacitor at different current
densities shows the scalability of the device (iv). Adapted with permission from

[194].

Copyright

2019, American Chemical Society.

The theoretical energy density of an electrochemical capacitor is related to the maximum
extractable charge and the highest achievable voltage window.[193] Consequently, these parameters
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are limited by the materials used at the capacitor electrodes. PEDOT has been used as the electrode
material in symmetric supercapacitors (both anode and cathode are made of PEDOT). Liu et al.
achieved a specific capacitance of 140 F/g with a PEDOT nanotube array symmetric
supercapacitor and showed that this device can retain 80% of its energy density even at a high
power density of 25 kW/kg.[195] Another symmetric supercapacitor based on vapor-phase
polymerized PEDOT nanofibers showed high capacitance (175 F/g) and 92% capacitance retention
after 10,000 cycles.[196] Using the same material at both the anode and the cathode of the capacitor
will however limit the usable voltage window and thus the maximum extractable charge. The
negative electrode becomes depleted of charge carriers while the positive electrode is fully doped.
As the negative electrode becomes depleted of charges, it becomes more resistive. Also, in the
case of symmetric capacitors, when the cell is charged, the positively biased electrode is fully
charged while the negative electrode remains neutral, and the discharge of the capacitor leads to
the extraction of only half of the charge stored at both electrodes. An asymmetric supercapacitor
has thus been proposed, based on two different p-type CPs (PEDOT and PANI) with different
ionization potentials to increase the potential range.[192, 197] However, such an architecture limits
the maximum extractable charges, as both materials are still doped under zero bias. [192] Thus, two
electrodes with complementary charges are desirable, where one electrode consists of a p-dopable
CP and the other of an n-dopable CP.[198] Unfortunately, although p-dopable materials have been
well described for their electrochemical charge storage capacity, the instability of n-dopable CPs
in aqueous environment presents a serious limitation.[199] To address this challenge, Volkov et al.
built an electrochemical supercapacitor based on p- and n-type polymers, namely a polythiophene
functionalized with a tetra-ethylene glycol side chain, p(g42T-T), and BBL (Figure 9D, i).[194] The
high electron affinity of BBL (EA = ca. 4 - 4.4 eV) matched with the ionization potential of p(g42T-
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T) (IP = ca.4.4 eV), allowing both materials to be in conducting states during discharge at low
voltages in order to release a maximum of stored charges. The resulting supercapacitor showed
stable performances, retaining near 100% of its Coulombic efficiency (Figure 9D, ii) and 99% of
its areal capacitance (20.4 mF/cm2, at a current density of 2 mA/cm2) with an equivalent series
resistance of around 10 ) (Figure 9D, iii) over 10 000 cycles. As the thickness of the materials in
each compartment increased, the areal capacitance scaled accordingly (Figure 9D, iv). Note that

the device is operated in a de-oxygenated Na2SO4 electrolyte (0.4 M). Moia et al. followed a
similar strategy and brought together p- and n-type semiconductors in an electrochemical energy
storage device, this time for operation in aerated aqueous salts.[200] Side-chain engineering strategy
was used to develop these mixed conductors, i.e., a 3,3’dialkoxybithiophene homopolymer with
methyl end-capped triethylene glycol side-chains (p-type) and a naphthalene-1,4,5,8tetracarboxylic-diimide-dialkoxybithiophene (n-type) copolymer comprising linear glycol side
chains on the bithiophene units or zwitterionic side chains on the NDI units.[200] The zwitterionic
side-chains were introduced to reduce irreversible hydration of the film, which was held
responsible for a fast capacity fading and instability. The cationic group close to the backbone was
also thought to interact with the electronic charge and facilitate self-charging of the polymer, thus
increasing its specific capacitance. The device had a large operational window voltage of 1.4 V
but poor charge retention (25% charge retention after 5000 seconds). The low performance in
water is due to faradaic electrochemical side reactions of the n-type polymer at the electrolyte
interface, namely ORR of O2 to H2O2. Such side reactions in capacitors lowers the coulombic
efficiency and can also compromise the stability of the polymer films.
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CPs as electrode materials are now reasonably well established in the field of energy storage, but
despite their tremendous advantages over their inorganic counterparts, some bottlenecks remain
that restrict their further application. One of these bottlenecks is structural breakdown. The
successive swelling/shrinking during the repetitive uptake and release of hydrated ions may cause
cracks in the polymer network, resulting in mechanical degradation/delamination and thus a loss
of capacitance. Mechanical degradation can be mitigated by choosing the appropriate synthetic
method that can control the resulting film microstructure. For instance, an electropolymerized PPy
film was shown to have a more molecularly ordered structure compared to the one which was
chemically oxidized.

[201]

This electropolymerized film exhibited many interplanar spaces that

readily hosted diffusing ions. This structure favored a uniform stress distribution, resulting in an
improved long-term cycling stability (86% capacitance retention after 100,000 cycles).[201] Sharma
et al. proposed to use pulsed electropolymerization for the generation of stable PPy films, as the
on/off switching of the polymerization with short current pulses enabled further control over the
chain size and chain defects as well as conjugation and orientation. [202] Capacitors comprising
these films led to a 2,500-fold improvement in cyclability, highlighting that a control over film
microstructure can indeed suppress structural breakdown.

Under constant cycling, energy storage devices can suffer losses from electrochemical degradation
of the CPs, which represents another bottleneck. The electrochemical degradation can be due to
overoxidation of the polymer,[203, 204] or the presence of nucleophiles such as OH -.[205] Beck et
al. identified that nucleophile attacks on the bipolarons of PPy form hydroxyl groups which are
further oxidized to carbonyl groups.[205] Another possible mechanism is the chain breaking induced
by nucleophile attacks, where one end of the chain undergoes a series of nucleophilic attacks
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leading to an oxidative chain breaking, thus forming maleimides.[206] As reviewed by Levi et al.,
the introduction of electron-withdrawing groups on the CP backbone can reduce the charge
trapping effect during doping, improving the CP stability and bypassing the side-reactions by
shifting the polymer redox potential.[207]. For a comprehensive overview of CPs in electrochemical
energy storage devices, we refer readers to more detailed reviews in the literature. [208, 209]

4.3. Enzymatic biofuel cells (EFCs)
Metabolites, such as glucose or lactate, through the use of redox enzymes in EFCs, have been
proposed as bio fuel to generate the power required by bioelectronic devices.[151,

152]

EFCs

comprise two electrodes with appropriate work functions where anode (and often cathode) is
functionalized with redox enzymes. These electrodes are then immersed in a biologically relevant
medium that contains the metabolite. Fuel is supplied to the anode and gets oxidized therein by
the enzyme, releasing electrons. These electrons travel to the cathode where the oxidants, usually
O2 or peroxides, are reduced to water.14,15 The electrode material at the cathode can either perform
the reduction reaction by itself or is complexed with an enzyme that performs ORR. As such, the
EFC converts the metabolic energy into an electrical current or potential. There is a substantial
body of literature on EFCs for harvesting energy from bodily fluids, with excellent reviews
summarizing recent advances such as flexible and wearable forms of EFCs. [210-213]

Although EFCs rely on a clean energy source and biologically relevant conditions for operation,
their relatively low power output and short lifetime have restricted their practical application. [211]
The performance of EFCs is mainly limited by the poor electrical communication between the
enzymes and their associated charge collectors due to the distance that separates the electrode from
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the enzyme redox center.[211] One way to facilitate this communication has been the integration of
redox mediators to relay the electrons generated upon the reaction to the electrode. The
incorporation of a redox mediator on electrodes generates however other issues, such as tedious
immobilization procedures and their potential for leakage, a concern for implantable
configurations. The soft and biocompatible nature of CPs, coupled with their mixed conduction
properties, suggests that these materials could be an ideal interface for immobilizing enzymes.
Therefore, CPs often find their use, somewhat limited, as a matrix for enzyme entrapment, where
the devices generally relying on other carbon-based materials (carbon nanotubes, graphite,
graphene, carbon paper) for electron transport.[214-216] PPy and PANI represent the most commonly
used polymer to interface with enzymes in EFC electrodes where they are often coupled with redox
mediators.[217] For example, Kim et al. electropolymerized PPy nanowires with GOx and a redox
mediator within the nanopores of an aluminum oxide template and used it as the anode of an EFC.
The cathode was also made of PP, this time electropolymerized in the presence of laccase and an
associated redox mediator.[218]
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Figure 10. Conjugated polymer based enzymatic fuel cell. The chemical structure of the n-type
copolymer used as the anode. At the anode, electrons from the enzymatic oxidation of glucose by
GOx are transferred to the n-type polymer, while p(EDOT-co-EDOT:OH) electropolymerized at
the cathode performs ORR. (i). The figures of merit of the EFC (power density and open circuit
voltage, OCV) scale with the glucose concentration of the electrolyte, PBS and saliva, respectively
(ii, iii). The photograph of an EFC powering an LED (iv). Adapted with permission from

[44].

Copyright 2019, Nature Publishing Group.

We have recently demonstrated that an amphiphilic n-type mixed conductor film establishes an
electronic communication with the enzyme GOx, hence forms the bioanode of a polymeric EFC
(Figure 10, i).[44] The n-type material is an NDI-T2 based copolymer possessing two monomers,
each comprising alkyl or EG side-chains, in a 10 to 90 % ratio, respectively. The enzyme is
physically adsorbed on the surface of the n-type film which harvests and transports electrons
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generated as GOx catalyzes glucose. At the cathode, we used a p(EDOT-co-EDOT-OH)
copolymer that reduces oxygen into water in the absence of any other mediators (Figure 10, i).
This redox mediator-free, all-CP based biofuel cell shows a power density and voltage output
scaling with glucose content of the biologically relevant media (Figure 10, ii-iii). As such, we
could use it as a self-powered biosensor for glucose detection in fluids like saliva. Its power was
sufficient to run small electronics like capacitors and OECTs (Figure 10, iv). Because the EFC
voltage output scaled with the glucose content, when it had the task to supply the voltage for the
gate contact of a transistor, we could use a change in glucose concentrations to modulate the
channel current.[44]

While the use of CPs is scarce, EFCs made of other functional materials have been shown to supply
enough power to aliment implantable and portable small medical devices such as pacemakers [219],
metabolite sensors[44], motors[220], and prosthetic valves actuators.[213, 221] However, these devices
struggle with long-term power generation (related to the denaturation and/or drop in activity of the
enzyme catalyst over time), with limited examples of in vivo systems that supply power for longer
than two months.[222, 223] A possible solution is to use systems that are duty-cycled or activated on
demand. For instance, the energy produced by a biofuel cell is stored within an energy storage
device, such as a battery or a super-capacitor, and then released to the bioelectronic device when
needed. A successful example has been demonstrated by Bollella et al., where a microelectronic
temperature-sensing device was equipped with a rechargeable super-capacitor, internal data
memory, and a wireless data downloading capability in conjunction with a biofuel cell (using
electropolymerized polythiophene on carbon paper electrodes) as the power-conversion
element.[224] The whole system was effectively applied in-vivo, harvesting power from the
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hemolymph of a slug to power the complete temperature sensor system and read out the data
wirelessly.

The low power output of EFCs is another issue, especially when aiming for miniaturization. [224]
To increase the power density of EFCs, the enzyme cascade concept presents an exciting approach,
which mimics the body’s natural metabolic pathways.[225] Multi-enzyme reactions at the anode
allow to increase the number of electrons and the overall power density. Sokic-Lazic et al. took
inspiration from the Krebs cycle and built an EFC based on enzymatic cascade oxidation of
lactate/pyruvate.[226] By adding enzymes to complete the oxidation cycle of lactate/pyruvate, the
number of electrons could be increased from two electrons per lactate molecule to 12 electrons per
reactant molecule. Lastly, most EFCs reported in the literature use the ORR as the catalytic
reaction at the cathode. Although the use of these devices is attractive and efficient in an air
atmosphere, the low solubility and availability of O2 in fluids can be a major limitation for
implantable EFCs. Christwardana et al. introduced a new concept using GOx and horseradish
peroxidase as the cathode catalyst in conjunction with a polyethylenimine matrix on a carbon
nanotube substrate - PEI/CNT, with pyrene boronic acid (PBA), for a two-step ORR.[227-229] These
systems are O2-independent and present a significant advance towards simpler and uncomplicated
devices. Jeerapan et al. proposed an alternative solution by developing an EFC with an O2-rich
cathode to operate under O2-deficit conditions.[230] They achieved this by using an O2-rich cathode
binder material, namely polychlorotrifluoroethylene, thus providing an internal supply of O2 for
the biofuel cell operation. That device was able to operate under O2-free conditions for 24 hours,
retaining 70% of its initial performance.
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While CPs come with their advantages, for the design of next-generation organic EFCs, we have
plenty to learn from the advances that have already been made for non-polymeric counterparts, as
detailed above. In particular, we envision that the use of an enzyme cascade will become
increasingly popular, especially in conjunction with capacitors for self-powered sensors that can
store enough energy to operate on-demand for more extended periods.

Outlook and Road Map
It is often said that technology is most limited by the materials that are available, and now more
than ever, materials should be pursued that are multifunctional. CPs provide unparalleled
opportunities to design bioelectronic devices with different form factors and modalities, enabling
engineers to move beyond the traditional electrode designs. They have found application in
biosensing, actuation, tissue engineering, as well as energy harvesting and storage because of their
key attributes, that are, their mixed-conductivity, photo-activity, and versatility of their chemistry
allowing for modifications. This set of properties, in addition to their intrinsically soft nature and
processability, presents itself as a unique toolbox, unmatched in any other materials class. The
strong correlation between functionality and chemical structure suggests that it is practically
possible to design a chemical structure uniquely suited to a particular application. [231] This also
leads to applications and modalities that may currently be beyond our imagination. At this point,
it will be exciting to apply machine learning approaches for the design of new CPs and to see how
such computational techniques will replace the currently employed experimental efforts to provide
insights into structure-functionality relationships.[232] Computational approaches are particularly
required for materials in bioelectronics due to the complex interface of the films with electrolytes.
They will allow us to better predict and identify which chemical motifs and their combinations are
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required to tune a particular solid-state property, how the materials behave at the biological
interface and, as such, expand the library of carefully designed materials for bioelectronics.

While all these properties lean us towards the use of CPs in bioelectronics, several issues need to
be addressed for the field to reach maturity. For instance, biological processes take place in an
aqueous environment and, including the power devices that we touched upon, most of the
bioelectronic devices have to operate in electrolytes. Such an environment, especially when
accompanied by biasing or light exposure, can be harsh for CPs. For stable operation, regardless
of the final application, the first essential design feature concerns the energetics of the polymer,
and the main challenge is to suppress the unwanted side reactions in H 2O and/or O2. The long-term
stability is particularly important for chronic implantable devices - perhaps, not only for those
utilizing CPs. Phenomena such as enzymatic/radical oxygen degradation and stress induced
material delamination lead to leaching of the material or its byproducts that may be toxic,
diminishing the reliability of CPs in implantable devices. These considerations are particularly
important for the use of materials beyond PEDOT:PSS which has been shown to be
electrochemically and mechanically durable (also against sterilization). [233, 234] Note however the
electrochemical side reactions PEDOT is capable of, under certain biasing and electrolyte
conditions as we mentioned in Section 3. We envisage that future developments will include
chronicity testing, with concerted effort towards long-term bio-stability and reduced foreign bodyresponse.[235, 236] A technical aspect to consider is the loading of anti-inflammatory drugs alongside
the implant intended for stimulation or sensing.
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Operational instability is also a concern for biosensors. Ultimately, biosensors must demonstrate
an ability to detect pathologies and diseases in real biological samples under normal physiological
conditions, whether the device is implanted, integrated into a wearable component, or is an in-vitro
diagnostic platform. The biological fluids contain multiple substances that can cause interference
or can adsorb onto the sensor and provoke biofouling, and present different conditions of pH and
ions (sweat, saliva, etc.). The impaired durability may then either arise from the electronic material
or the biorecognition unit such as enzymes and antibodies. For the latter, encapsulation of the
sensor active area with appropriate coatings seems to be a viable approach, [237] while patterning
such layers on microscale geometries may come along with its own challenges. Biosensors
operational and shelf life can be dramatically improved by substituting biomolecules with
artificial, more durable recognition elements. Artificial receptors such as molecularly imprinted
polymers or phenylboronic acids, which have tailor-made recognition sites, represent an exciting
alternative for coupling with CPs.[238, 239]

Due to the high complexity of the environment inside the human body and the intricate
relationships between, and the body’s reaction to different environmental factors, there is a need
for multimodal devices that can a variety of biomarkers and respond to their abnormal
concentrations in order to treat associated disorders.[233, 240] CP based devices such as OEIPs enable
therapeutic drug delivery at a desired spatial and temporal resolution, which is of tremendous
interest in biomedical research as an alternative to general drug circulation in the bloodstream.
These devices should however be either directly switched on by the markers of the pathological
condition (such as a change in pH, temperature, levels of ions, metabolite or neurotransmitters, or
the presence of specific biomarkers,) or integrated with sensors that can detect at least of one of
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the biomarkers. The use of such multimodal devices has already been shown to treat epilepsy, [241,
242]

and can be extended to other neurological disorders and even to treat cancer, where the anti-

cancer drug could be delivered locally to an inoperable tumor. We believe that these capabilities
can be translated to gene delivery, an essential step towards a better understanding of the role of
individual cells or to interface with large functional areas of the tissue. [243] Next generation
bioelectronics design will deal with the integration of closed-loop systems, where the platform
detects, analyzes, and transmits data and responds appropriately to the diagnosis via controlled
drug release and/or stimulation. We envisage that CP devices could be exploited in future for the
development of these systems where tailored properties of CPs and their novel form factors will
be once more at the core of the innovation.

The integration challenge includes also the challenge/issue of power supply. Although inorganics
and nanomaterials remain the cornerstone of energy storage, they are limited by their high specific
surface areas (leading to parasitic uncontrolled side-reactions), agglomeration, and instability
under the constant strain of charge/discharge cycles. CPs can provide an alternative solution by
creating high energy, high power, and long-lasting energy storage devices, some tapping on body’s
own fuel.[244] We have yet to see fully integrated bioelectronic devices with their power supplies
fabricated on site. With the demand for more and more comfortable and imperceptible electronic
devices, the compatibility of CP materials with innovative manufacturing approaches will enable
to build ever more sophisticated and integrated device architectures.

Moreover, we envision that CP technology will surely benefit from advances in the field of
artificial intelligence (AI). We can already see the expanding usage of the Internet of things
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devices, and we expect it is only a matter of time before AI is employed in biosensors for
diagnostics and point-of-care applications. Furthermore, we envision that innovative chemistries
and processing techniques of CPs will enable the development of sustainable and fully
biodegradable electronic devices that would degrade once no longer needed [245, 246] or would selfrecover after being damaged [247-249]. CPs, coupled with natural/common-commodity products, are
promising candidates for the development of biodegradable-ingestible electronics as edible
diagnostic and therapeutic tools and food-distribution chain electronic tags.[250, 251]. In the coming
new era, bio-degradable electronic materials will be a necessity, where benign integration of our
devices into the environment will be crucial.[250] Lastly, we would like to emphasize the
importance of the scalability of the materials developed in research laboratories. Commercially
available CPs used in the few selected works discussed here, apart from PEDOT:PSS, are still
extremely scarce. The lack of mass production of CPs developed for bioelectronics, batch to batch
differences and the variability of synthetic approaches in different laboratories set limitations for
the widespread use of these new promising materials, which the community in this field will need
to address for the translation of bioelectronics devices made thereof.
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